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There are three unjustified assumptions which are often made

about young beginners in reading: (1) that they all are acquainted with

books and reading; (2) the children and the teacher are thinking in the same

terms when each talks about "reading"; and (3) children understard the technical

terms of literacy. In actual fact children come to school with quite hazy

and confused ideas about language and reading. Some children have seen very

little, if any, reading done in their home. A number of children have only

vague notions about what reading is used for, and are uncertain or confused

about what readiag elements and tasks they should attend to. Many have no

knowledge of the specialized vocabulary - "sound," "letter," "word," "sentence,"

the teacher uses in talking to children about reading. Reading authorities

refer to this lack of understanding of what the reading task is all about as

"cognitive confusion" Many school beginners start out confused. To prove this,

just ask a class of kindergarteners or beginning first graders "What is reading?"

Some reading authorities, for example, Downing and Thackray (1975)and Vernon (1957)

believe this to be one of the prime causes of reading failure for young children.
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The children simply don't understand what the reading task is

How Children Become Confused About Reading

To understand how cognitive confusion about reading develops, one has

to look at the way a young child perceives his own listening and speaking behavior.

Already before the child comes to school he is a proficient user of language. He

communicates quite well in talking and he is successful in listening. He talks

and listens but he has never thought about how he does it. Speech productionis for

the most part an automatic continuous flow. He uses what the teacher perceives

as units of meaning aad sound: phonemes, words, phrases, and sentences, but the

child does not know he is using them. He is quite unaware of the elements of

speech and listening skills he employs. As Goodman states in looking at reading

as language acquisition, "The whole is not a combining of parts; the part is

differentiated out of the whole" (K. S. Goodman, 1968, p. 31 ). Forester (1975)

observed and taped the dialogue between a kindergarten teacher and her class. She

writes,

Explanations provided by the teacher about such concepts as
words and sentences frequently fail to elicit a response or
sign of recognition. Children appear to deal with language
in patterns and semantic units. Classification of the language
into discrete grammatical units at the word level has not yet
been internalized.
When asked by the teacher to give their favorite word, two of
the kindergarten children responsed with "happy face" and
"swimming lesson." Their responses to the teacher's explanation
that those were two words were respectively, "Then I don't know."

(p. 59)
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Similar cognitive confusion exists about the written or printed

language. Meltzer and Herse (1969) asked prereaders to take a card with a

sentence printed on it and cut off a word from it. Again the children demon-

strated their confusion of the concept "word" by frequently cutting off parts

of words or more than one word. Evanechko, 011ila, Downing, and Braun (1973)

gave beginning first graders a test of "Technical Language of Literacy." This

tested the child's understanding of what a number, letter, and word was. They

found that 15% - 20% of the children had difficulty in discriminating between

word, number and letter.

It is not surprising that children are confused about the terms

"sound" as used 1.7 most reading teachers. In children's language experiences

"sound" has usually meant different noises around them. Also as Vygotsky (1962)

observes, the young child usually considers the word as the object it denotes

and not as a name or utterance for the object. The child does not have a clear

conception of semantics and phonetics. 011ila, Johnson, and Downing (1947) found

that only 15% of the kindergarten children initially pretested had any under-

standing of how many sounds were in words of one to four phonemes. Downing and

Oliver (1974) found that children even up to age eight confused phonemes and

syllables with "words." An interesting sidelight of their study was the tendency

for the children between the ages of 5.6 to 6.5 tc exclude long words from their

idea of what a spoken word was. The researchers speculated that this might be the

result of the children's learning to read from primary readers where words are

often from three to five given letters in length. These children's erroneous

concept of "word" has been formed from their many experiences with the short

words in their readers.
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Many young children do not have adequate concepts of the terms in

their ttacher's instructional vocabulary. Many beginners also have little

knowledge or at best vague notions of what "reading" is going to be like.

In Scotland, Reid (1966) interviewed five year olds to explore their general

level of concepts about reading and writing. She reported that the children

demonstrated a "general lack of specific expectations of what reading was going

to be like, of what the activity consisted in, of the purpose and the use of

it." She also found that "children did not mention that books contained stories,

but when asked about "stories" some said these were not anything to do with

reading." Similar results were gotten by Downing (1970) who replicated Reid's

study with English children.

How Children's Home Environment Influences Understanding of Reading

The degree of a child's cognitive clarity about the task of learning

to read is linked to the home environment. Malmquist (1958) in Sweden studying

factors relating to reading ability in first grade found only 7 out of 53 poor

readers came from homes possessing more than 100 books. Examining the relation

of first graders' reading readiness to patterns of parent-child interaction in

the home, Milner (1951) found that children who became better readers had a

richer verbal environment than poorer readers. Better readers had more books at

home and were read to more frequently by adults. Parents of this type of child

often make explanations and point out words when reading to their children. The

stories develop the children's listening and attending skills too. If the

children show any sign of interest in books, words or numbers, these parents tend

to reinforce it with attention and positive remarks. Then the parents look for
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other opportunities to point out other words and letters and repeat these

prereading experiences of what "reading" is. Thus, by the time these children

reach school and formal reading instruction, they have had many experiences with

reading and have far more sophisticated concepts of their task than their less

"book-minded"peers. Sakamoto (1974), reporting on the experiences of preschool

children in Japan, points out the great number of books and magazines that

were published. for preschoolers which Japanese parents buy at the rate of two

or three a month. From national surveys he reports that only 9% of all four

year olds were unable to read any Hiragana characters (one of the Japanese

syllabic writing systems). He observes that the children begin to read at home

at the age of four without any formal reading readiness program. Fe believes that

the parents' concern for the reading of their children and their provision of

many experiences with books have very important effects on children's initial

steps in learning to read.

Children from home backgrounds with few reading materials and where

little reading is done, do not have the same opportunities to develop a clear

understanding of the reading task and vocabulary. In a study by Downing, 011ila,

and Oliver (1975) Canadian Indian children's concepts of reading and writing were

compared with non-Indian kindergarteners living in the same area. The Indian

children came from bands in which there is no tradition of literacy. Their

culture provides only very limited experiences of writing or concern for language

analysis. The Indian kindergarteners speak a form of English in the home, but

there is far less verbal communication there than in non-Indian homes. The re-

searchers found that the Indian children were significantly less able to recognize

the acts of "reading" and "writingl' They had more immature concepts of the

communicative function of reading and writing. Their understanding of the technical
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vocabulary "word" and "letter" was significantly poorer.

From the above studies the reader can see that many children do come

to school without a clear understanding of the functions and tasks involved in

reading. Cognitive clarity about reading seems enhanced in a home environment

which provides opportunities and experiences to interest a child and give him

sufficient reliable information about the act of reading and its terminology.

The home environment varies in providing opportunities for such development.

Recommendations to Clear Up Children's Cognitive Confusion About Reading

Research clearly shows the influence of home background in the develop-

ment of children's understanding of the purpose of reading, and their concepts

of language units employed in the written code. Many parents of preschoolers

need to be educated and helped to provide an atmosphere which will develop their

children's understanding of the reading task. Group discussions of the importance

of using books and talking to children in helping them clarify their concepts

may be a valuable aid.

Kindergarten and first grade teachers need to be aware of children's

cognitive confusion about reading. Teachers should have an understanding of the

different concepts iuvol,7 in learning to read. More time should be spent in

kindergarten and first grade in providing children with appropriate reading

experiences so that they can learn what "reading" is -- what people do when they

read, why they want to read and so on. Often the majority of readiness training

is spent in direct teaching of suc4 skills as visual and auditory discrimination,

left to right orientation and general speaking. These are important, but so is

the total picture of what reading is all about.

To clear up cognitive confusion in young children and to help them

develop an understanding of the nature and function of reading, the teacher needs

to give the children many meaningful experiences with the printed word. The
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teacher shares the enjoyment of books with the class. Bulletin boards have posted

messages for the children - birthdays of the month, room helpers and so on.

Children's pictures are given captions which children dictate to their teachers.

The teacher prints short daily messages on the board such as "Good Morning," or

"We are going on a field trip today, and points to the words as she reads them to

the children. Experience charts are used to record group happenings. Through

these types of activities children gradually develop and refine a clearer concept

of the communicative aspect of reading - reading as talk written down. The

skilled teacher tries to make children see that reading is important and useful

for them. She tries to guide children to the enjoyment, drama, mystery, fantasy,

and information aspects of the printed word which "hcok" people on reading and

make them life-long readers.

In teaching the language of literacy, much of the teaching is best

done by example. To teach definitions of a "word," "sentence" etc. is an exercise

in futility. Young children don't learn that way. Reading language is taught

well through using chart stories composed by the children and transcribed by

the teacher. The teacher, pointing to a word, may say "Who remembers this word?"

She may cup her hands around a sentence and ask someone to "Read the sentence".

Gradually through this apparently incidental pointing out specific examples of

this reading language, the children will develop the concepts . Some more

sophisticated methods and materials are beginning to be developed for helping

children to achieve cognitive clwity in beginning reading. For example, to teach

the idea that words are made up of sounds in a certain serial order, 01111a,

JoFason, and Downing (1974) adapted Elkonin's (1973) technique for training Russian

children to perceive phonemes. Concrete objects were used to represent sounds in

the words and the children were taught to distinguish between the different

8
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sounds in words.

This paper has attempted to discuss some of the problems the beginning

readers face in trying to understand what is expected of them in initial reading.

Some children do not understand what the reading process is all about. Many

h .ve only hazy ideas of the terminology the teacher uses in beginning reading.

Frequently the teacher is talking to the children at their "frustration level"

when she uses reading terms with them. As teachers develop a better understanding

of children's thinking about reading, they will be better equipped to provide a

program that clears up this confusion about reading. This is an area of growing

research interest and many new developments can be predicted in the next decade.
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Table

'

. .
Kationship between La e Ability ftnd lariegeirequency

..
VaVariables and Probabilitk of Initiaiting Effectively on Stimuli)

Differing on a Diplom:1T of Abstractheis

.

(n=33) : . 0

. 1-1 -
. .

-Leveli of 4bstraction ...._
Level,.

Level 2 Level 3 Leve144 Level 5
.

effrF77ni Effec Ihi- , Effec Ini- gffec Ini- Effec J.,ni-

- tive-i tia- tive- tia- tive- tia-z. tive-, tia- tive- tia-
ness tioria nest tion ness tion new tion' pew:- .tion

Vebals, .03

VEPf4- Simi
larities :02 .13.

Prepositions .25 .27

416

.50***.45*** .53***.32*

.50*** .61***.27

.33*. .41** .41**
.

.41** .45***.37*

.40** ..43** -.44**

I

.39*

.35 -*

.26

.47***:43**

.37* .42**

-.10 :09 .10 :02

.58*** X11 47

.47***I04

.33* :4)5

.46***.17 .26

.25

1

*p .05 .

**p .01

***P 1.005

A
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pTved-s'ignificant are ,included in gle,tables.). Retults show .sei age,

ane'sex as only moderately Sighificant-( dl<;p4'.05); as°we previously '
. -, ..

stated. WPPSI 4nd other measures of= language ability.seem to be most

effective iA pre44ting initiatton and effvtiveness on abs act stliali:

Only at level IVis the child's ltquaciomsness sfinificant; even

i .
it isliess significant than WPPSI. On the only Kittely stract

0

stimul (V), none of the v =ariables is .significantly able to pr i:9c.t.
either initia.on or effectiveness. Itnowiedge of prepo:Ations,_ however'

comes the closest. Table1.8 demonstrates approximately the same.relation-

ships*hold true for, effictiveness as forinitiation.

!iscussion

Place, Table_ 7 ,here

Place Table 8 here
6

As we predicted, children discriminated among the stimuli. Contrary

to Piaget and others, children do seem 6 be able to communitate about

certain abstract, stimuli (Hypothesis I). However, as seed in Table-2,

fewer children. initiated task related remarks about the stimulus at lev10-

V. This tends to confirm our second hypothesis. Even loquaciousness- -

the tendency to initiate in general --did not seen to "Predict initiation

whefi there was no referent in the child's immediate environment; while

it didpredict initiation on abstract stimuli which had such referents.

It is,J important to note that what we mean by task related remarks is a

remank that communicates some content of the picture. Loquacious children

did talk,, even at level V, but the remarks tended to be of the Variety:

`This one; this one; this, one" or "I don't know". evej V-was a problem

for all the children. As one puf it, "I don't know what this is. Push

whatever you want to." None of our variables were able to predi,:t either

initiation or effectiveness at.this level, although prepositions came.

closest (Hypothesis 3, and Table 6)..

Learning style, as me predicted in Hypothesis 4, was an.effective-

predictor cf in:ttaticn onli for the 1- ..t:trzot Telcrloicn;

although correlated with effectiveness of initiation, was not a good pre-
.

dictor of it, or of probability of initiation (contrary to our prediction

in Hypothetis
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Tbile 7

Regrcssicr Indicating Significant-Background, Environment,

Language Frequency andLangaage Ability Variables 'against

InitiAtion on Progretsively.Abstract Stimuli
(nF31)

Level of

4 Abstrac-
initiaidon 9ni 'tion

p

Indepen-
4

dent .

Variable F

a) Sex . .42 6.21*

b) S.e.s. P .49 .4.57t /

cl impulsivity 132
.

'' 3.35*
d) 'NMI ,% _ '7..41 2t98*
e) Verbals. . -.53F ' 3.62
f) No. of questions ' ..

parent asked :58 4#.41*-

g) Adult television .

character recog-
nition .64 3.59*

#

II a) .11,g8 .

*
47 4.13*

1 b) S.e.s. a .39 .5.33' t,

c) Impulsivity .79 8.72**
d) Nominals :61 P'--"\ 17.69**
e) Prepositions .66 11.14**

t,
f) Nei of questions' .75 8.92**.

III a) Sex .49 4.46*

Jo) S.e.s. .39' 5.03*

c) MPPSI .53 11-80**

IV a) Sex/ :54 3.83*

) b) Ser6.s. .44 7.11
c) Age .51 5.07*

d) %PPS' a .58 15.05** -\.

e) No. of words child
says during Read-
ing episode .62 8.98**

V Preposition knowledge.26_ 2.13

* p .05

** p' .01
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Table 8' -
.

Regression Indicating Significant Background,

44, LanguageTtequencyadd'Language Ability Variable
(

'Against Effeqtiveness of-Initiation on Progrlessively-
,

.
t

Abstfact Stimuli a,.

Level of
Initiation on: Abstraction

4

Indeperzientt

Variable A t

.

e

F

I a). Tztp4sivity .47 -2.66*-

b) Naninals . .35 4.09*
/

II a)0 Impulsivity :62 . 9689**

'33) Witting .50 - 10.23**

t) WPPSI. .57 i
6.92**.,

a) .44 7.03**

W WPPSI .45 7.74**

IV a) S.e.s. .38 5.11*

b) WPPSI .44 6.99**

V

c) Prepositions

nothing

.51 5.11

*p .05
**p .01 to
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AK: ,Th6-Ii-a-re a few sur rising findin -which were not predicted, but

i which Might 'be\illuminan§. Aireidxm Toned was the surprising la4- .

ofeffect of the b4oground varl
.

tebles,of age, ses, and sex. .Our measure :

,A 1) J

of parent-child interadtionon the reading task was 'another: We were,

startled to find so fewyparentswho performed/any sort que'stioning,

clarifying or elaboratfan on the'content,they rearto their children.

This in spite of 'the fact they were aibarefhey were being taiii'recorded.

This. could portend a pobly diminished training in inferential think-
.

ing and extrapolating which, in turn, Could beused to `expldin the

-lineffectiveness of television, lerrning stiT, and pat)ent-child interaction.

Pethaps the added dimension ofe4plicit training is necessary using

these factors aslassets in grappling witlinew ideas.
.

.

What isthe moping of all this ?" As stpted at the-baset of this

paper, initiation on i'asks which do-nbt have referents.May be fundamental

10creai.ive thinking.' It has pTiious1S, besen-hypothesized that- such

initiation was a matter:of boldness--help the lesi precocious child to

become emboldened was the prescrition. Self-iimage,reflectivay,individu-

alized learning chaneTs--each of these has. been focused upon as a means

of -boosting children's creativity. While notdenyin6 the merit these

endeavors, we have focused upon the linguistic elements in ethe abstraOt

task. 'PrepositiOns.and other linguistic elements in the.thoughtprocess

indicative of a knowledge of relationships seem to'be importantfor

ing onacutely abstract pictures, while knowl: of nomir. ,s, verbals and

other "content words" relate less well. Experienc tn speech seems more

important when the abstract stimuli are more clearly related to the child's

environment- -such as the "mad face" and the symbolic representation

m4ny children referred to as a door or store. N.

We tested children in the sampleion knowlege,of "between, into, up.

out, of, behind, inside, 'over and through" usinghhe Stanford. Skills Subtests.

While knvledge of these prepositions was not associated with the probability

of initiation at level V, at least three (into, inside, and up) 'correlate

.45**, .31*, and 30*, respectively, with initiation at level IV. This js

not
A

Training

In waking relationships. may be important. These tests, hOwever,only

reflect the child's receptive language. It could be the case4hat stress

on relational concepts nees to be combined with training in inferential

thinking to be productive.

a
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In Summary, oresEhool'age'ch96e1) can communicate. about abstract'

refet4ents. /Our ffniiigs indicate that the context ,of the communication

hnd the tonterl of tPe(stimul s are important factors.in.the process.
,

More'over,,we suggest, bn the asis of whait reallymiAt be considered .,

bn exploratory study because of the shall sample and.the small number of ''.

4 .

. .abstract pictures us'ed,.t6treseaters mightprofitably fikusoon .

.
linguistic elements thatproyidbThe sophistication necessary for dealing /

with id-els which do not have referents and relational concepts might be /

_;,,
. . . . w
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a good place to begin.
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Initiation
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Appendix T

Examples o'f'Codings of Initiation,

Predominance & Effettiveness-
.

J . .

3=without pro ding

Stimulus transcribe'...1d interaction (c=child; m=mother)

(1) c: A liitile.triangle
m: is the triangle sitting on the floor or the ceiling?
c: floor f""1

.(2) :c: I see a rectangle on the bottom of a square

(3) c: The ant sitting on a stool
' m: The big ant or the little one?
c: little

(4)'

2=with prodding

c: I ke an ant sitting on a stool

t'

\ Stimulus , transcribed interaction (c=child;m=mother)

)

(1) c: Ma, do this one.
m: Tell me which ope
c: Someone sitting op a chair

(2) m: Wha*t's it look like?
c: A girl > ej

A girl?
,.c:' No, a triangle

Predominance .
.

1

1= child predominant

4 Stimulus ' transcribed interaction (c=child; m= mother)

. (1). c: I se6 a tectangle on tile bottom of a square

ilt: A rectangle?

c A triangle
M: Good

(2). c: How about the triangle-that's down? -

(1) c: I see an ant sitting on a stool

0= Parent' predominant
Stimulus transcribed interaction (c=cuild: m=mother)

(1) 'm: What's it look like?
c: A stool
m: That one?
m: This one?

71.
(1) c: Now push this one

rit: Which one?,

c: This one
m: You have.to explain.



Ibis one
m: Is it a picture of a ball?

c: No ,

m: A triange?
c: Yeah

m: Op top or under?
c: -Top

Effectiveness (percentage

100% _

Stimulus transcribed interaction (c- child; m=mother)

TO (1) c: How about-the triangle that's down
50%

tic

(1) c: Hpw about the one sitting inthe chair
(doein't get size)

A

0 -)

r
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Appendix II

)
Factor Analysis of Children's Responses 1.6 Stimuli

S

Differing in Level of Abstractibn

in=36)

Factor I Factor Ii Factor III
.3 , _

17.23% 18.74% 26.07%
variance variance variance

gplained explained explainedrL.IL
5

,

Our a Fac- Our
t

Fac- Our rac-

Cate- for Cate- for Cate: for
.A...-

gorlza- coef- goriza- coef- gori- coef-
tion Fig ficient" tion Fig ficient zatign Fig ficient

I Duck .64 II Atiaa .71 III face .79

II 3 ants -.86 , III t; .86 IV Gil ..82

. IV C)e-. .54

V sir .45

- a

See page 5 of the text

b
Pictures are presented in Figure 1, about page 5 in thb text

1



2. Soon the child begins to blend two letters (usually a consonant and
the short-vowel sound 11), both by writing and reading them back.

3. Next the child blends three-letter words, writing them down. When
this has become easy, using the short I, other short-vowel sounds are intro-
duced in the same way. The words we use are familiar in the child's own
vocabulary, such as "hot," "got," "not." As the child reads his words back
he becomes aware of patterns and rhymes, which provide additional reinforce-
ment.

4. Meanwhile, a few crucial sight words are introduced for instant
recognition, such as "is," "the," "on " "has."

5. Soon the child can write and read back simple sentences. At this
point he is also able to read beginning phonic readers. Practice continues,
with my dictating sentences for the child to write. He must listen, decode,
write, then read back--a complex series of skills.

6. Next consonant blends are introduced for the child to sound out,
analyze, and use (such as tr- at the beginning of a word, or -nd at the end).

7. Consonant Aigraphs are introduced (such as sh and ch).

8. Next vowel combinations (such as oa or ai) or the silent e at the
end of a word that result in a long-vowel sound are introduced. Here, as in
the above skills, the child is encouraged to discover relationships for him-
self. "What happens to 'hat' if you add an e at the end? What happens to
'bit'?" Eventually the child makes a generalization and tells me the "rule."

These skills, which usually take a full year for a child to assimilate,
may be learned in a mixed-age group at any age between five and eight years,
depending on a child's readiness. The individualized approach means that the
child is not exposed to failure. He is less apt to compare himself with
another child when there is such a variety of activities connected with reading.
He also uses the phonics skills in personal ways, at his own level of readiness,
sounding out words when he reads back dictations, when he deciphers signs, when
he writes his own stories. The group work merely fosters the ocess by focus-
ing on the tools. (Continuing skills work for children who have assimilated
this material and are secure early readers is not described here, since we are
dealing with beginning reading and writing.)

When a child who has learned to write picks up a "real" bor:x and finds
he can read ("I didn't know I could read this book!"), it is exciting for all
of us. Even though he has been reading signs around the room, reading stories
that he has dictated and that other children have written, looking at picture
books, and gaining writing skills, somehow none of that seemed like "reading."
With such rewarding beginning contacts with books, these children are off to
a good start in becoming enthusiastic, independeat readers.
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Notes on the Reading Checks

As a teacher in an open classroom, I felt the need to look more objec-
tilrely at individual children and their learning strategies. I had been
relying largely on intuitive judgments in my work with children; now I wanted
to know some of the reasons why things worked or didn't work. I hoped that,
as I learned to make clearer evaluations, I could become more critical of
what I steered children toward and more effective in planning for their needs.

After considerable reading, I came to the conclusion that the best way
for me to reach my goals was to look carefully at specific children, concen-
trating on areas of reading and math. I planned to study a group of five-
year-olds who would be in my classroom again the following year, so that I
could observe their development over two years.

First I went over my classroom notes about each child, looking for spe-
cific behaviors that related to reading abilities and writing up these obser-
vations. This was inspired by remarks in Jansky and de Hirsch, Preventing
Reading Failure (1972), that observations by classroom teachers are important
predictors of young children's success or failure in reading. I was also
intrigued by the book's suggestions for informal, diagnostic tests to isolate
reading abilities. I therefore followed those guidelines in making up simple
reading checks I could use individually in my classroom. In preparing these
checks, I consulted our school's read:mg specialist, Wendy Barnes, who was
most helpful with practical suggestions for devising, administering, and
scoring them. The abilities I wanted to measure were oral language, visual
discrimination and perception, and pattern memory.

Oral language, which involves spoken-language ability as well as the
ability to retrieve names and use categories, was checked by asking the child
to tell a story based on picture cards (see Appendix A for detailed descrip-
tions of all the checks); to name a series of pictures; to name several cate-
gories; and to repeat increasingly difficult sentences after me.

Visuo-motor skill, or eye-hand coordination, was checked by using the
first six Bender Motor Gestalt cards and by noting how the child used a pen-
cil and wrote his name.

Auditory discrimination and perception, the abilities to hear similari-
ties and differences and to gain meaning from them, were checked by having
the child repeat sentences, repeat tapped patterns, and by other tasks re-
quiring sound discrimination and blending.

Visual discrimination and perception, the abilities to see similarities
and differences and to gain meaning from them, were checked by using ditto
sheets requiring word-matching and nonsense-word-matching, then by seeing if
a child could recognize two words taught by sight.

Pat., :n memory, which overlaps visual and auditory activities, included
all the checks requiting recall (blending, word recognition, sound discrimina-
tion).

3 3
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All of this was followed by additional observations about the child's
ability to listen, to understand directions, to concentrate, and to work
independently.

How the Reading Checks Were Administered

I gave all the reading checks informally during afternoons in May when
the children were otherwise engaged in free play. (I had already completed
reading predictions based on classroom observations.) We used a secluded
table in our classroom where we could work without interruptions. I pre-
pared one check carefully and then gave it to each of the children involved.
I chose a child who was temporarily unengaged and said, "I have something
to do with you. It only takes a couple of minutes."

After several of these sessions, the children began to find this amusing
and said, "Are we going to do another of your one-minute games?" They all
seemed to enjoy the checks and, if the word got around that I had a new one
ready, they had to be discouraged from lining up for a turn. Other children
in the class asked to do some, too, so I made up extra sheets for them. All
the children who were tested concentrated well at these tasks. I don't re-
member their ever asking how they did, and I never showed any completed
checks to other children, so there was no comparison. In fact, there seemed
to be no concern with any judgments about their performance. Rather, they
concentrated on the task at hand--partly due, perhaps, to lack of emphasis
on competition and comparison in the classroom in general, and partly to the
"trying a new game" approach I used.

Since all of the checks are very short (none taking more than a few
minutes), can administer several to one child at a time, without eating

appreciably into classroom time. This is especially a help when there are
other children I feel I need more information about -- particularly newcomers
in the six- or seven-year-old groups.

During June, when I had completed the checks, I went over the results
witl. Wendy Barnes. We looked at each child's strengths and weaknesses and
decided to use gross scores of "high," "moldium," end "low" (see Appendix A)
to indicate the patterns of these abilities.

One check that I administerea poorly was "tapped patterns"--poorly, be-
cause no one scored well on it, even though in similar classroom activities,
such as copying clapping patterns, some cnildren excel. I think that in the
"tapped patterns" I didn't stress the differences between loud and soft enough.

Another sidelight on the checks was my personal involvement. I knew I

had certain expectations for certain children. Therefore, I was scrupulous
in presenting the checks in identical ways, and in refraining as far as pos-
sible from any comments. I was rewarded with some surprising results: one
child whom I expected to do extremely poorly did astonishingly well; another
whom I expected to excel did only fair work.

11



BEGINNING MATH IN AN OPEN CLASSROOM

Observing children in my mixed-ages classroom as they begin to explore
mathematical relationships is a continual learning experience for me. As I
watch five-, six-, and seven-year-olds using materials to count, sort, meas-
ure, and make comparisons, I realize that previous experience can be a
powerful factor, and that the ages at which basic math concepts seem to be
formed vary considerably.

I have discarded many preconceived notions about "teaching" mathematics
in favor of presenting opportunities for children to discover relationships
largely on their own. The word "discovery" has become a key one for me as
I have watched children learn through their own experiences and their own
discoveries. Each child gradually puts together concepts to order his world.
He becomes increasingly able to think logically and to explore relationships.
He does all this at his own rate of speed. Although teachers and parents can
provide stimulation and even try to teach a child concepts, he has to arrive
at these himself when he is ready to assimilate a new idea into the framework
he has slowly been developing. Therefore, I have tried to become increasing-
ly aware of each child's stage of readiness and to be on the lookout for
opportunities to help children make connections and sort out relationships
appropriate to that stage.

An important part of my role is preparing the classroom setting, taking
cues from children's interest in gathering materials for iniependent "hands-
on" exploration ---a collection of shells that can be counted, classified, or
ordered by size over a period of days, for example. The vital ingredient
that makes this process work is the children's own curiosity and enthusiasm
about doing and learning new things. It tends to have a pattern: first, a
lot of manipulation or "messing around"; next, realizing some of the relation-
ships or concepts :.nvolved; then, using the material in a more structured way,
but still in free play; and last, usAn7 the material to solve particular prob-
lems. Each of these stages is important and seems to provide a necessary
framework for the next.

Examples of different stages are shown in the use of the pan balance,
with which the children experiment freely. How it works is something of a
mystery to some children. I have seen a five-year-old who was haphazardly
piling up an assortment of acorns, pebbles, and hits of styrofoam announce
triumphantly that she has mada it "balance." I look more closely and see
that she has piled several blocks under the pans to keep them from tilting
to randomness not unusual for a beginning stage). At a later stage, the
child will play with the balance, still piling on lots of things, but adding
or removing objects in such a way as to keep the balance beam level. She has
learned a lot about weight and balance on her cwn. Later, she may want to
use the balance to weigh our gerbil, finding that it weighs as much as two
erasers. The next year, she may use it to work out how many ounces a pint
of water weighs, subtracting the weight of the container from the total.

-10-
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A recent episode combined several stages of understanding. A group of

five-, six-, and seven-year-olds spontaneisly decided that they wanted to
find out how many Unifix cubes there were in a box. They gave up counting

by ones and tried counting by groups of 15, then 20. Both were too diffi-

cult. They finally settled on group:7*5f 10 and made these piles all over

a big table. They kept losing track of how many piles they had counted, so
they numbered bits of paper and placed one beside each group, arriving at
37. Some children had helped make piles of 10; others helped count and num-
ber the piles; a couple more went on to figure out "Thirty groups of 10 are

300. Seven groups of 10 are 70. We have 370 cubes."

The youngest children like to count out the cups for milk, matching
the number with the attendance tags. If the supply runs short, they figure

out how many more cups I should get them. Or they may choose to measure a
carefully nurtured seedling with bits of ribbon, to be pasted in a scrap-
book, or to sort a jumble of beads, pebbles, and counters in the housekeeping
corner into different containers for "supper."

Other sorting and classifying activities can be stimulated by bringing
in new materials and displaying them in a central place. I recently col-

lected a large box of wood scraps and suggested that a group of five inter-
ested children find out how many ways they could sort the scraps. They made

piles of rough, smooth, large, small, heavy, light, thick, thin, long, short,
dark-colored, and light-colored pieces. This caused animated conversation
about wbc should collect a smooth piece that was also heavy and thick, or

where to place a short dark-colored piece. When they had decided how they
wanted to combine their sets, we made labels for each pile and discussed
some of the other ways they could have done the sorting.

This particular activity progressed into carpentry. I asked children

to draw a plan before building. I was struck by the difference in various
children's ability to conceptualize and draw a plan, and was also struck by
the fact that the children who did block-building, constructions, tangrams,
or clay were much better able to. present a coherent plan with a sense of
spatial relationships than the children who avoided those areas.

Carpentry makes practical use of measurement, but many other kinds of

measurement go on constantly in our classroom. Rulers, tape measures, trun-

dle wheels, graduated containers, measuring cups and spoons are all available.
The water and sand trays are sites of busy, voluntary activities that gener-

ate much conversation about amounts: "My jar holds more than yours does."

"No it doesn't, because mine's fatter." "Let's measure and see." Cooking,

a popular activity, is splendid for clearing up misconceptions about fractions

because it tastes so awful if you make a mistake ("Is 1/4 cup one of four

cups?"). Cooking also involves counting: if you have one pan of 11 cookies

and another with 13, will there be enough for each child in the class to have

one? Measuring one anther's height is a periodic concern. Big sheets of

paper on the wall work well to record heights. ("I'm taller than Susan but

shorter than Jerry." "I'm exactly 3 feet 2-1/2 inches!")

Many children become enthusiastic about estimating and checking out

their answers by using all kinds of measurement. Younger children may guess

16
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that the rug is as long as 10 books, then measure and find out that their
answer differs from that of a friend who used different books. I often
make little blank books for children to write or draw their answers in; some
children will fill up whole books with problems such as "I guess the pitcher
holds 5 cups. I measured and it was 9." I encourage children to estimate
first whenever possible, even problems in simple arithmetic, not only to en-
courage them to think, but also as a check, as they begin to think more
logically, on the reasonableness of their answers.

Building towers with Cuisenaire rods is also popular. Younger children
start with small, irregular "houses"; more experienced builders construct
precisely graduated towers. In the process they learn the mathematical re-
lationship of the pieces: which ones are longer and how much longer, which
are shorter, how many of what color rods will match an orange one, and so on.
When I introduce are formal strategies to small groups of children for using
rods in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and fractions, they
are usually picked up quickly and are frequently used for individual problem-
solving, such as adding up long game scores. Some six- and seven-year-olds
who have built up basic number concepts enjoy doing "missing number" problems,

41001".

/ 4.11L

ar

"I am measuring how many cupfuls the tube is. I think it is 3 cupfuls."
(Age 7)

17
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using rods to check their answers and often using their own individual
notation to record their work. I try not to hurry this process, as I
believe the doing is much more important than the recording.

Some ealdren need to spend most of their time in the lower school
working with materials before they are ready to use abstract symbols. As

the need arises, or as the child's readiness and curiosity dictate, I in-
troduce conventional mathematical symbols. Blank books are available for

children to write their own problems in, using drawings, color codes, or

numbers. The child who can make up and solve simple problems such as

5 +0 12, or ri - 6 = 7, has a good grasp of beginning number relation-

ships. The combination of free play and experimenting, with my help when
a child seems ready for a new step, runs through much of our math work.

Many other spontaneous activities involving math take place in our class-

room, from making scale murals of animals to playing "store." Playing "store,"

which is always organized by the children with only occasional help from me,
usually involves writing out prices for the product (perhaps for pretzels
the children have made); setting up a bank with paper money and "checks" for
children to sign in order to draw out cash; and paying for the product and
then counting 111, all the proceeds at the end. We can spend an entire morning

doing this, with most of the children participating.

A variety of board games in our room provides excellent practice in
arithmetic. The simpler ones involve direct matching of a dice throw with
moves on a board; more complex games, such as Monopoly, require a good deal

of adding and subtracting. The childre4 use the games entirely independently,

with those wno know a game teaching it to others.

An endless number of mathematical activities, most of which result from
the children's own interests and curiosity, seem to be threaded into our day.
I try to foster this by providing setups that stimulate experimentation; by
asking questions about how things work; by suggesting extensions of an activ-
ity, such as making a graph out of all the strips of ribbon used to measure

a plant over a month. I also try to keep careful anecdotal notes about each
child's use of games and materials to give me an over-all picture of what
his number concepts are and in what directions he may need to be steered.

Notes on the Math Checks

If one believes that it is inappropriate to teach young children by rote,
then it is also inappropriate to check their mathematical ability by tests

using number facts. The only math tests I could find depended on these. I

was more interested in finding out something about how five-year-olds ap-

proached or solved problems, what logical concepts they had formed, and what

their idea of number was.

Using a Nuffield Mathematics Project booklet, Checking Up 1, which con-
tains excellent ideas, I adapted some of its activities in order to check

concepts of matching, counting, and seriation.

i3
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The first check involved using counters in various counting and trad-
ing activities (see Appendix E for detailed descriptions) to ascertain what
the child's notion of one-to-one correspondence and conservation of number
was at five years. I also used activities involving the terms "more than"
and "less than," which are essentially operations performed on another
number.

I also included tasks requiring a different kind of ability--that of
spatial organization and discrimination--parquetry cards and tangram cards.
Here the children manipulated geometric shapes and needed an awareness of
the properties of these shapes and of their relation to the design in order
to fit them together.

Another task suggested by classroom use was solving problems on the
math balance, which was a new experience for these five-year-olds. Here
the child needed to understand the concept of balancing. I was particu-
larly interested in observing several things in his problem-solving:
(1) Could he solve the problem on the first try? (2) If not, did he move
in the right direction? (3) Did he resort to trial and error and then
move in the right direction, or were his efforts random, with no concept
of how to move the weights?

I also checked the children on their concept of the conservation of
continuous quantities. I used Piaget's well-known setup of pouring liquid
into containers of differing shapes or sizes to find out whether the child-
ren could grasp the permanence of the whole, or whether they thought the
quantity changed if the number or size of the containers changed.

Checks involving classification and class inclusion were also based on
Piaget's experiments. I adapted these from experiments in Piaget, The Child's
Conception of Number (1965), and Inhelder and Piaget, The Early Growth of
Logic in the Child (1969). Piaget's theories about class inclusion particu-
larly interested me, not only because of what they indicated about the growth
of the child's logical thought, but also because of the Implications for
teaching arithmetic. Piaget considers addition to be an operation that can-
not really be understood until the concept of class inclusion is obtained.
The child who is unable to grasp class inclusios. is having conservation dif-
ficulties similar to those of the child who lacks the notion of conservation
of continuous quantities or number. The whole no longer exists when it is
broken up into parts; the idea of the total class is lost when the parts
are considered. The child has not yet attained the ability to think
"reversibly."

For the first class-inclusion check, I made a set of cards portraying
four boys and three girls, and asked the children whether there were more
children or more boys. (Before doing this, I borrowed Piaget's idea for a
check to see whether the children understood the terms "some" and "all" so
that, if possible, language difficulties wouldn't affect their understanding.)
The child who was able to include the subsets of boys and girls in the wider
set of children was using the concept of class inclusion. This was a simple
experiment, perhaps because the words "boys," "girls," and "children" are so
familiar. Also, the connection of boys and girls being children is a very
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direct one; one perceives simultaneously that an individual is both a boy
(or girl) and a child.

Next I did an experiment using nine orange and three blue wooden beads,
and asked whether there were more wooden or more orange beads. All the
children agreed that all the beads were wooden (the wider class) but were
convinced that there were more orange than wooden beads, because what they
saw were orange and blue beads. It was too much for these five-year-olds to
hold the whole class in their minds while considering the parts.

Experiments with class inclusion have practical implications for the
classroom teacher. Consider the difficulty of learning addition and subtrac-
tion if you cannot include the parts in the whole. If a child is consider-
ing a set of seven objects composed of four objects of one kind and three
objects of another, and he can only compare the four objects with the three
objects, then how can a teacher make addition meaningful? It seems as if it
can only be taught by rote at this point, which is not only a waste of time
but a way of leading to confusion in the child's mind. If the child doesn't
have the mental structures that make tense out of the information, he won't
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"We are playing with colored inch cubes and design cards." (Age 7)
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see the relationships, even though he may memorize addition and subtraction
facts and repeat them without understanding.

When it came to evaluating the children's work, I discarded the idea of
using "poor," "fair," and "good" in favor of a developmental description.
I was drawn to Piaget's "stages" as a guideline (Piaget, 1965). There are
two factors to consider here. The first is that the child passes sequenti-
ally through each stage in developing a concept (such as conservation of
number). The second is that there seems to be some variation in developing
different concepts, so that one child may attain the concept of class inclu-
sion while using a purely perceptual approach to conservation of discontinu-
ous quantities, while another will gain the idea of permanence of continuous
quantity but be unable to include the parts in the whole in class-inclusion
tasks. Furthermore, as new concepts are encountered (even by adults), one
often needs to go through the process of assimilating data and adjusting
one's frame of reference so that they may become useful concepts. Thus,
Piaget's stages, which seem to me a continuous, spiral process as the child
develops, are not judgmental, but only indicate where he is at present in
his logical thinking.

The first stage is known as the "preoperational period," the first part
of which is called "preconceptual." It is characterized by the child's de-
pendence on perception: a pile of stones has more in it than a pile of beans
"because it looks bigger." It is also characterized by inflexibility and
irreversibility of thought, as shown in the experiment with wooden beads.
The child feels that, if he has mentally used up the orange beads as a set,
they are no longer available as part of the larger set of wooden beads.

Pia -jet describec the second part of the preoperational stage as bein
intuitive. Here children rely on trial and error as well as intuition to
arrive at their conclusions. TOward the end of this period a transitional
stage that is an optimal one for teaching in a number of areas occurs: the
child is in a state of disequilibrium, partly relying on appearances but
ready to reconcile these with what he knows, sure at moments about a problem,
confused or guessing at random, moments later, with the same task. If the
teacher presents appropriate materials or setups (such as the water or sand
try with different-shaped containers) and focuses the child's expeementation
with appropriate questions ("How can you prove to me that this holds more?"),
the child is ready to discover the relationships involved. It is important
to remember that a child may be ready for one concept but not far another.
The teacher should constantly be on the lookout for clues ti this.

The third stage is that of concrete operations. Here the child relies
on what is logically necessary, not on what he sees. His discoveries are im-
mediate, there is no hesitation in his conclusions. He can alb., yi"e reasrns
for his conclusions. The child can now think reversibly. He can consider
the beads as orange at one time and wooden at another, or as orange and
wooden. Piaget says, "What characterizes deduction is precisely the capacity
to construct all possible combinations by returning every time to the starting
point, and then comparing them as if they were present simultaneously in the
mind" (1965, p. 178). Although the child is capable of simple abstract
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thinking at this stage, he still often relies on and benefits from using
materials, as the word "concrete" implies.

I did not decide to use Piaget's stages for evaluating my math checks
until I had given all the checks. There was so much variation in each
child's performance that a developmental description seemed the only valid
way to assess the results.

How the Math Checks Were Administered

I gave the math checks individually to the children in our classroom
during the late spring. I chose times when most of the riAldren were out of
the room, perhaps at sports or folk-dancing. We used a screened-off corner
so that the child and I could work quietly without being interrupted, ob-
served, or overheard by other children. Because we approached the checks in
a relaxed way, the children viewed them as interesting tasks. If a child ap-
peared to be tired or wasn't concentrating for some reason, I repeated the
same check another day (usually with markedly similar results).

I prepared by writing out careful instructions for myself, including how
to phrase my questions so that exactly the same words would be used for each
child. Next, I tried out the checks on my family, who helpfully criticized
any ambiguities of language or what they felt were "leading" questions. My
next step was to try the checks with a few children from another class at
school, using a tape recorder. I played these tapes to a colleague familiar
with Piagetian research, who felt that the questions were sufficiently clear
and objective.

Before checking the children in my own class, I made up a diagnostic
sheet for each task so that a child's responses or activities could be quick-
ly recorded. I continued to use a tape recorder for all the checks that re-
quired verbal responses, not only so that I could relisten to the child's
answers at leisure in case I had missed a clue, but also to double check for
lack of objectivity in my own questioning.

As with the reading checks, I was very much aware that a teacher's
expectations can color the outcome. However, I had no particular investment
in having one child perform more competently than another. I was simply inter-
ested in finding out more about each child so that I could teach him in the
most realistic way possible.
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"We are figuring out how much my pot weighs." (Age 7)
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FIVE CHILDREN: CASE STUDIES

BARBARA
(5 years, 6 months)

Reading Predictions Based on Classroom Observations

Barbara will be interesting to follow because, at the age of five, she
appears to he so entirely capable. She feels positive about herself and com-
fortable with both children and adults. She is independent, but asks for
information or materials when she needs them. She concentrates well and will
stick at a difficult problem for long periods of time, with no apparent
anxiety--simply in an effort to work it out. On the other hand, she paces
herself well, and if she has worked on a project several days running she
will decide, "I don't want to do that any more," in a definite way. She fol-
lows directions well and expresses herself easily with a good vocabulary.

Barbara shows good auditory discrimination, as evidenced in identifying
sounds and rhyming words. She learns words to songs easily and shows a good
rhythmic sense in her clapping. Her visual discrimination is fine, and she
has no trouble identifying similar symbols and letters. Her directional
sense is well-developed.

During the year, Barbara has been continuously involved in prereading
activities that involve auditory and visual discrimination as well as numer-
ous projects involving spatial relationships and manual control. This spring,
she has begun to practice writing lower-case letters and working out simple
three-letter blends using the short a. She is not highly motivated, but she
enjoys the activity and retains it well.

I expect Barbara to learn to read and write easily and comfortably;
maybe not rapidly, but securely. I think she needs to have her skills taught

regularly at this time. Since she works well in a group, perhaps a group
having similar needs can be formed in the fall after rechecking takes place.

Diagnosis and Recommended Learning
Strategies Based on the Reading Checks

Barbara did outstanding work in most of the reading checks. Her oral-
language abilities were uniformly high, with the exception of the sentence-
memory check, which rated a "fair" plus (just missing "good" by the omission
of one word and the repetition of another).

Auditory discrimination included two "fair" ratings: tapped patterns and

sentence memory, again. Blending and sound discrimination were high.

Pattern memory was very good, and so was visuo-motor organization.

-19-
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Barbara's storytelling in the oral-language-level check was concise,
well - constructed, and demonstrated a good ,Vocabulary. Her Bender Motor
Gestalt designs displayed a fine use of space.

Barbara was the only child checked who answered the question "What is
reading?" in a way that noted the correspondence between written and spoken
words: "There are words, and you look at them and guess what they say."

The second part of the readi-- checks--the additional observations- -
confirmed the data collected on the first part. Barbara rated high in all
areas.

Barbara is a child who is comfortable, capable and motivated to learn.
A plan for her should include opportunities for a considerable mount of
independent work, since she is clearly able to do this. When I say "plan,"
this is expressing it too strongly. What I expect is that she will be
excited about learning to read and will seek out ways on her own to increase
her knowledge. My part should therefore be to foster her initiative by
helping her with the tools and skills she needs at appropriate times.

Barbara knows her short-vowel and consonant sounds and has begun to
combine them into words. She has also learned to form many lower-case
letters. It would help her to know how to form all the lower-case letters
and to increase her blending skill by introducing consonant blends and di-
graphs by means of teacher dictation, which encourages her to figure out the
sound-symbol relationships herself. Barbara would also benefit from intro-
duction of common sight words she is apt to need for reading and writing,
which could be done in a group of two or three other children who need in-
struction in similar areas. (Such groups as this, formed for a particular
reason, should be disbanded when the skills are achieved or perhaps re-formed,
with different members, for a different purpose later on. The group's dura-
tion would depend entirely on the pace of its members, and if the spread of
abilities became too wide, there should also be interim regroupings.)

Barbara is intrigued by books, and she will undoubtedly enjoy reading
aloud as her skills increase. I will arrange opportunities for her to do
this with older children, and sometimes with me. In addition, she will prob-
ably read to herself. By spot-checking her reading, I will be able to see
how her fluency and vocabulary are progressing and whether the books she
selects herself are too hard or too easy. (Beginning readers are likely to
choose books on their own level, so this seldom seems to happen.)

Barbara has enjoyed dictating her own stories and should soon be able
to begin writing her own simple stories. She can keep a list of the words
that she needs to ask for and review them to add to her sight vocabulary.
Eventually she can make her own "dictionary" of words she needs and use it
to refer to in writing her stories. I expect she will like to read her
stories aloud to other children during our discussion times.

Barbara can also be encouraged to extend her records of other work done
in the classroom from pictorial or dictated information to include some
writing on her own. Persistent and not dismayed by difficulties, she should
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make fine progress in this area, which will contribute, in turn, to her
reading skills.

Math Checks

1. One-to-one correspondence and conservation of number. Barbara made
a second pile the same number as mine (12) by matching. No counting. When
I moved the pile around, she said it was still the same. When I put the
piles out of sight in boxes, she knew they were still the same.

When we played "store" and traded coins for objects, she knew we
each had the same amount. Next time I traded six of my nine coins and asked
her how many I had left in my hand. "Five." "How many did I start with?"
"Nine, so you should have four left because I counted." After trading nine
coins for nine objects, she knew she could buy back the objects "because one
coin bought one thing at a time."

In the last check, she matched pile B to my pile (A) side by side.
Next, she matched pile B to pile C in the same way. When I asked if pile A
and pile C contained the same or different amounts, she said, "Yes, I think
they are the same because you never took anything away from them after I
fixed them." She then checked this by matching.

Barbara never counted during any of the above. However, when I
asked how many there were in pile A, she counted quickly and accurately.

2. More than, less than. Barbara had no difficulty with this, telling
me that three more than four was seven, and two less than 10 was eight.

3. Seriation. Barbara started to order the strings of differing lengths
by using a baseline. She took them one at a time, matching the length from
shortest to longest. About halfway through she got mixed up and started a
second time. This time she didn't use a baseline but did order the strings
correctly. She had one left over, which she fitted in hastily and incorrectly.

4. Conservation of continuous quantities. We started with two identical
glasses of water. Barbara poured hers into a low, wide jar and told me, "We
have the same amount, but yours is taller and mine is fatter." She poured it
back into the glass, then poured it out again into three small glasses. "We

still have the same amount, but mine is in separate things."

5. Classification and class inclusion. Barbara had no difficulty with
the terms "same" and "all" in the check using pattern pieces.

In the check using cards of four boys and three girls, she sorted
all the boys together, then all the girls, and told me, "There are more child-
ren (than boys) because there's seven children and four boys, I arranged them
like a sculpture."

The next check involved nine orange and three blue wooden beads.
Barbara was not able to apply the idea of class inclusion here, and so she
thought there were more orange beads than wooden beads.

6. Parquetry cards and tangram cards. Barbara showed a good grasp of
the spatial relationships involved. She worked quickly and with concentration,
systematically fitting the pieces to the designs.
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She also worked well fitting the tangram pieces to the design cards.
She said, as she did this, "Two of the same shape; no, I need a bigger one."
On card 6 she kept getting close to a solution, but didn't see what to do.
Finally she said, "Maybe if I turn the card around I can do it." And she did.
She then worked quickly through card 8.

7. Math balance. Barbara was successful in the first two checks using
the math balance. She quickly matched one weight on her side to the one on
mine, then next placed one weight to balance my two weights.

On the third check she resorted to trial and error to balance my
one weight with two on her side. However, she solved this fairly quickly.
I asked her to do it again; this time, she couldn't hold on to the idea of
how to move and so resorted to random placing of weights.

Evaluation and Suggestions for
Learning Strategies Based on the Math Checks

Barbara seemed to be in the stage of concrete operations in almost all
the checks. She was the youngest child to do the mat'a checks, which indi-
cates that other factors besides age are involved in the development of
concepts.

In the activities used to check one-to-one correspondence and conser-
vation of number, Barbara solved all the problems by matching. She felt no
need to count to corroborate the sameness of the amounts. However, when I
asked her to count, she did so quickly and easily. She also (14' well with
problems involving "more than" and "less than." She appeared to have a firm
notion of conservation of number in all the tasks.

Barbara also showed a good understanding of ordering in arranging the
strings. She had the idea of a baseline, and though she didn't follow
through on this she displayed a grasp of the problem. Her inaccuracy in
placing the leftover string seemed mainly due to haste, since she had placed
the others systematically. (It would have been a good idea to check this by
having her add an additional string.)

Barbara was one of the two children who grasped the concept of conserva-
tion of continuous quantities. She was firm about the amounts remaining the
same, regardless of the containers, and was able to give good reasons: "Yours
is taller and mine is fatter." Thus, she balanced out the perceptual differ-
ences.

Barbara also had no difficulty with the concept of class inclusion in
the experiment involving cards of boys and girls. She knew there were more
children than boys, and again offered an explanation: "There's seven child-
ren and four boys."

The check involving wooden beads was more difficult, and Barbara was
unable to apply the concept of class inclusion here.

Barbara did well with the design cards. She worked in a systematic way,
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and when she got stuck she had. the ingenuity to turn the card around for a
new approach. She displayed a good sense of spatial relationships in her
approach.

Barbara solved the first two problems on the math balance quickly. She
knew which direction to move in to make the beam balance. On the last check,
she became confused and lost the idea of how to move.

All these checks reveal a developing ability to think logically and to
solve problems involving relationships. Barbara seems ready to use struc-
tured materials appropriate for children in the stage of concrete operations.
She still needs to manipulate materials freely and have time to experiment,
but activities such as chip-trading in various bases, the 10's game, and
other math games will challenge her. Once she has learned how to play these,
she can use them on her own. I would also like to start her using Cuiseiaire
rods, first in simple sorting and matching activities, next with movable num-
ber values, to express number relationships. Barbara could also work on
activities using pattern blocks and attribute blocks. Measuring projects
would be appropriate, starting with her own units of measurement and moving
to standard measures later on.

When Barbara becomes interested in recording, she can write her answers
in simple sentences or pictures. Next, she can begin to use symbols such as
the signs for "greater than" and "less than" or arrows suggesting operations.
As the need arises, she can learn the signs for addition and subtraction.
However, I think this should be preceded by a great deal of practical math
and oral computation, such as occur in daily classroom activities and games.

One Year Later

Ti.e reading and math checks were accurate predictors of Barbara's de-
velopment this year. She has made large strides in all areas, working largely
on her own. Her curiosity and persistence have led her to explore many
materials and activities in surprising depth, and she has been interested in
following through on new angles when I have suggested extensions of her work.
One example is her plant study. Barbara planted and tended her seed, wrote
a daily journal describing its growth, with accurate pictures, wrote a story
About it, and then (at my suggestion) made a graph of the measurements she
had voluntarily recorded over the past month.

Barbara's reading skill jumped ahead during the summer, apparently all
through her own efforts, for she returned to school reading beginner books
with ease. I pract iced handwriting with her, reviewing the work we had done
the previous spring and showing her all the other lower-case letters. She
picked this up quickly. I went over short-vowel words with her, through dic-
tation, so that she would blend and write them by herself. I then rapidly
introduced consonant blends, a few vowel combinations, and some basic sight
words to her. Barbara incorporated these immediately into story - writing,
one of her favorite activities. I made her a personal dictionary with blank
pages so that she could ask for words when she needed them. At various inter-
vals, when she seemed ready, I showed her new spelling patterns, such as
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silent-e words, which she then integrated into her writing. Much of
Barbara's writing is phonetic; her acquisition of sight words can't keep
up with her enthusiasm for writing ("thingk," "nite," and "wawk" being
recent examples). Barbara also continues to read, moving on to more and
more difficult books. Note from December: "Barbara reads to herself often
for her own enjoyment. She also likes to read aloud to her friends. Her
writing is fluent and imaginative."

Barbara has also been interested in using a variety of math materials.
She has learned the chip-trading game (she is able to do direct trading in
groups) and likes to play it. She has often used the sand and water trays,
measuring with various utensils. She has played the "10's game" and other
games that involve computation with competence. She has recorded her work
with the pan balance and has done several measuring projects. Barbara has
especially liked using the Cuisenaire rods and, atter becoming familiar with
then through games, began to use symbols as a shortcut for recording her pat-
terns. Since she seemed quite clear about the use of symbols, I showed her
"missing numSer" problems in addition and subtraction, using the rods. She
now writes problems for herself and enjoys solving them with rods.

I checked Barbara in March on various conservation tasks. She was opera-
tional in the class-inclusion check involving wooden beads, in conservation
of length, and in conservation of continuous quantities, and was transitional
in conservation of area.

My challenge with Barbara is to provide enough fresh classroom stimuli
to engage her curiosity, to suggest projects that will trigger her interest,
and to help her vith skills at appropriate times.

FILL
(5 years, 10 months)

Reading Predictions Based on Classroom Observations

Bill has spent most of his energies this year watching what older bays
axe doing and trying to copy them. He is capable of working hard and concen-
trating well at a task, but he won't get involved unless he sees older boys
doing it first. He is generally tense and very s)y and quiet. He has a
very limited vocabulary, seldom talks, and never uses full sentences. He
also speaks with a lisp, which may have sometning to do with his slow progress
in learning letter sounds.

He now knows many consonant sounds and may know more than I think he does,
because when he is unsure of one he won't venture an answer, even in a game
situation. When asked to identify beginning sounds in a word, he sometimes
gives end sounds. He is also unable to discriminate sounds in the middle of
words (such as the a in "man"). He can rhyme, however. He also tries hard to
learn the words to songs, but it isn't easy for him. In rhythmic clapping,

he concentrates hard buy only does fairly well.
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Bill likes building and shows good spatial sense, not only in his con-
structions, but also in various parquetry and tangram designs. However, he
presently has some directional problems (which I suspect are due to imma-
turity, not more complex factors). For example, when asked to make a circle
in a given direction, he was totally unable to do so.

Bill is physically well-developed, but his small-muscle control is im-
mature for a child his age. He holds scissors clumsily and cuts with dif-
ficulty. His drawings are extremely primitive, and he has only recently
begun to hold a pencil properly.

Bill's visual discrimination seems normal (he can match similar symbols,
most times, and can distinguish a number of letters), but again, because of
his shfness, I'm not sure to quite what extent.

I expect that Bill will need some extra time in the fall for readiness
activities, though he nay be one of those children who do a lot of growing up
during the summer. my hunch would be not to rush him, but to plan a variety
of prcreading activities that will provide good groundwork. I think he is
probably highly motivated and quita detrmined, so that when he is ready he
will make good progress. However, because he is shy and tense, I think it
would be a crucial mistake to push him before he is thoroughlyperhaps even
more than -- ready.

Diagnosis and Recommended Learning
Strategies Based on the Reading Checks

Several elements of Bill's oral language need help: his oral-language
level (telling a story) is low, and in category names and sentence memory he

is very poor. This ties in with Bill's classroom behavior: he seldom speaks,
even with other children, and when he does he exhibits a very limited vocabu-
lary and sentence structure, that is, he speaks in fragments, and only when
really necessary to convey an idea. Bill's inability to express himself

verbally is constricting. When he is angry, for example, he holds it all in
until he bursts and then has to express it in sometimes violent and uncontrolled
physical action. This has improved during the year, as has his willingness to
try to talk to me and the children.

Bill also did poorly on blending, which appears to be primarily an audi-

tory skill. However, since it involves saying the blend, and because speaking
is a difficulty for Bill, I would tend to include this as a language disability,
not necessarily an auditory one. This is borne out by the fact that Bill did
very well cn the sound-discrimination test, a distinctly auditory task, where
the only response necessary was "yes," "no," or even a nod or shake of the head.

Bill had trouble with two of the checks for visual discrimination. He

did well in word-matching, but not on the nonsense-word-matching, which appear
to me to be very similar. However, if one looks at the numerical scores, Bill
was within one point of a rating of "good" on the nonsense-word-matching, and
so I would be inclined to give him more credit on this item.

Although Bill did not rate well on many of the checks, this is balanced,
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in my opinion, by his persistence and motivation. He listens and follows
directions well, works with concentration and persistence at tasks that
interest him (and even those that are teacher-directed and perhaps uncon-
genial), and, for a five-year-old, can sustain independent work well.
Given these qualities, I think Bill will compensate for his other diffi-
culties. He also seems immature it some ways: even though he has learned
to control a pencil reasonably well, his drawings are those of a younger
child. He prefers large-muscle activities, srch as block-building and con-
structions, to detailed work, and needs time for a great deal of active play.

So in our plan for Bill next fall, active play should have a large part
because of the language implications (since oral language is his weakest
area). In forgetting himself in play with others, Bill will be more likely
to talk freely and develop his vocabulary and ease of expression. Bill can
also be encouraged to take part in dramatic play as an additional avenue to
self-expression. For a child like Bill, chances in the open classroom for
continual conversation and interaction sees particularly important, together
with the teacher's emphasis on explanations: "What are you building?" "How
fast do you think the marble will roll down the ramp?' "What did you rstice
that was different about youx plant today?"

Bill can also be encouraged to do more picture stories--drawing pictures
in a book specially made for him and dictating something about the pictures.
At first this will probably be factual--"This is a boat"which I or an older
child write in his book for him, and which he can try to read back if he
wishes. With greater confidence and practice, Bill can later be urged to add
details of color, action, perhaps even a story to be read to the entire class
at discussion or sharing times, if he is willing, either by him or by me.
Since Bill has seen other children do this, he may come to enjoy this kind of
group participation, which can be had with no frightening need to "talk" on
his part.

Certain games will foster Bill's language development: cardgames (such
as lotto) that involve asking for cards, pattern-block activities, and so on.
Some can be played easily with other children. Others, like the pattern-block
game, which extends the child's vocabulary of shapes and spatial relationships
("Place the yellow hexagon behind the red triangle") are best played with the
teacher participating too. Phonics games, such as vowel lotto and consonant
lotto, would also be useful, not only for their reading implications, but also
for practice in articulation.

Since the reading checks do not point out any of Bill's particular
strengths, I think his reading activities should cover a wide range as we con-
tinue to look for particular areas of success. Considering Bill's determina-
tion and interest in learning to read, he seems ready for a few structured
activities. (I would expect him to continue to pick up connections between
the letters and their sounds, that is, consonant and short-vowel sounds,
through the phonics games. Bill already knows his alphabet and most consonant
sounds.) These activities can center, at the beginning, around carefully
taught handwriting in a small group three or four times a week. We might be-
gin with the formation of lower-case letters, together with their sounds.
With Bill, it might bin good to use a workbook that connects visual clues with
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saying sounds and offers directional arrows for help in forming letters. (I

am a strong believer in having children form letters correctly from the
start, if possible, to avoid reversal problems and bad habits. This can

only be done with lower-case letters for most children, since most parents
have already taught capital letters.) If Bill enjoys this and does well, we
can go on to writing combinations of letters and blending them. Even though

Bill did badly on the blending test, I want to work on this with him, because
the only two words out of ten he did correctly were the two most difficult,
the ones that split words into three parts: "c-a-t," and "b-i-g." I also

plan to introduce simple sight words such as "was," "on," "the," and go on
to others if Bill shows ability in this direction.

I hesitate to go any farther in a plan for Bill. My hunch is that he
shouldn't be hurried and that his own timetable and pace may differ from
what I anticipate. I would prefer to work along comfortably with him, seeing
what strengths develop, and to take my timing from him. This will mean fre-

quent reassessments during the fall period.

Math Checks

1. One-to-one correspondence and conservation of number. I gave Bill a

rile of stones and asked him to make a pile of stones having the same number
as a second pile of 12 cubes. First he counted randomly, counting one stone

twice; on the second counting he was accurate. Next I asked, "Is there another

way to know the piles are the same without counting ?" He quickly placed each

stone on top of each cube.
Next I got out nine coins and a group of miscellaneous small objects

for a "store." With him as storekeeper, I bought nine things, exchanging one

coin for one object each tie I then removed the extra objects and asked,

"Do you have as many coins as X have objects ?" He had to line them up to an-

swer. Then I took the nine coins (which we counted again) and bought six
objects, and asked, "How many coins do you think I have left?" "Six coins."

"I mean in my hand?" "Six." "How many did we start with ?" "Nine." 'So in

my hand?" "Seven." "With all the money you have, can you buy all the objects
I have?" (we had finished buying the remaining three); "Yes--'cause first you
bought all the things I had."

With three sets of objects Bill equated A with B, then B with C.
"This (A) is the same as this (C) because this (A) is the same as this (B),

and this (B) is the same as this (C)."
I did the trading of coins for objects again with Bill the next day,

using a different set of objects, and he had no trouble telling me I had three

left in my hand: "You have three in your hand because I have six here."

2. More than, less than. Bill did well with this check, using numbers

up to 10.

3. Seriation. Bill found it hard to get started on the idea of arrang-
ing strings (I avoided saying "according to size"), so I got out nesting cups

to suggest the idea. He arranged them randomly: "I made a line." I finally

suggested that he arrange ',:hem according to size. He did this. Next he took

the strings and order& these, without using a baseline. He placed each one
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by trial and error, sometimes taking two or three tries. He thought some
were the same length, even after measuring. Finally he finished, saying,
"They're in a line, from little pieces first, then a bigger, then a bigger."

4. Conservation of continuous quantities. We started with two iden-
tical glasses filled with water--one for Bill, one for me. Bill verified
that he amounts were the same, then poured his water into a wide jar. "We
have the same amount because first they were the same and I poured all of
mine in here." He poured it back into the glass, then poured his water out
into three small glasses. "We still have the same." Bill was confident in
his answers, with no wavering in his understanding.

5. Classification and class inclusion. Bill did well on the check in-
volving the terms "some" and 'all." He sort,A the red and blue squares and
red circles by shape, and he had no trouble with such a question as "Are
some of th,:; squares blue or are all of them blue?" In the check using cards
of three nearly identical girls and four nearly identical boys (as close as
I could make them) , Bill sorted silently. In response to "Are there more
children or more boys ?" he answered, "More boys.' "Aren't the boys children?"
"Yes, there are more children. But some are grownups.' 'Well, let's pretend
they're all children." He counted again and rearran7ed the cards, with two
boys as grownups. "There are =are children because there are two grownups."

In the experiment involving wooden beads, Bill sorted out the nine
orange beads and three blue beads and told me they were all made out of wood.
When I asked, "Are there more wooden beads or more orange beads?" he thought
there were more orange.

6. Parquetry cards and tangram cards. Bill constructed his parquetry
designs carefully, with a good idea of spatial relationships. He worked for
a long tine. He seemed to be able to visualize where the pieces should go.
Bill was the only child checked who made the three-dimensional cube designs
standing up, in perspective. He was quite accurate in his constructions.

Bill worked quickly and confidently fitting the tangram pieces to the
design cards. He did the first eight cards, then returned voluntarily to com-
plete numbers 9 ani 10. He was the only child to complete more than eight.

7. Math balance. I did three successively more difficult tasks, using
the math balance.

Bill did well on the first one, which involved placing one weight on
his side to balance the weight on my side.

On the next check, I placed two weights on my side. He balanced this
with one weight through considered trial and error, that is, he began at 1 and
moved in the correct direction until it balanced.

The third check involved matching my single weight with two weights,
Bill was unable to do this, although he started out by moving in the correct
direction.

Evaluation and Suggestions for
Learning Strategies Based on the Math Checks

Bill appears to be in a transitional stage in many of the checks--on the
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verge of achieving operational concepts, but still using intuition and rely-
ing on perception in many areas.

In counting activities, Bill has the idea of matching to find out
whether he has the same amounts, but is unable to hold on to the idea of one-
to-one correspondence, and after trading on a one-to-one basis he has to line
the objects up to see if the amounts are equal.

However, on a second trading he knows that we have the same amount,
"'Cause first you bought all the things I had." Thia inconsistency is a mark
of the transitional stage; concepts are not firm, so can be used only in some
situations and not others.

Bill can do problems involving "more than" and "less than." He used
sbanes to work out his answers, and did these problems with accuracy and en-
joyment.

Bill had a difficult time getting the idea of ordering the strings. I'm

not sure whether this was because he was afraid to be wrong or because of

trouble in c-mmunicating. When he got started, he ordered by trial and er-
ror, "Little pieces first, then a bigger, then a bigger."

I was surprised that Bill understood conservation of continuous quanti-
ties. He was perfectly confident in his answers and could give reasons for
them. Perhaps this is because he spent a lot of time last year at the sand
and water tables, busily pouring from one container to another, or making
sand molds (a fine illustration of conservation of volume). This seems a
good example of how using materials can help a child fora a concept.

The next check, which involved a more abstract approach, was classifying
the cards of boys and girls. Bill thought there were more boys than children.

When I said they were all children, he shifted his classification to encompass
this. He called two of the cards grownups and said the rest were children,
so that there were more children. I asked him to pretend that all the cards
were children, but he was unable to change his classification or his point of
view. (This inflexibility calls to mind a preoperational stage.) Bill was

also unable to use the concept of class inclusion in the check involving
wooden beads.

Bill did unusually well using the parquetry designs and pieces. He

worked with concentration and showed an awareness of spatial relationships.
Once again, as the only child able to make the three-dimensional cube designs
in perspective, Bill also completed more tangram cards than the other children

who were clecked.

Bill worked successfully with the math-balance problems. He understood
the correct direction to move in to achieve a balance and used this concept

systematically. He could not solve the last problem (a single weight versus
two weights) but he did continue to move in the right direction. Addition did
not enter into Bill's procedure; it was based on his understanding of how
balance beams work, which may stem from his interest in making constructions

with movable parts.
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These strengths of Bill's will make a good basis for his math work next
fall. He can continue using tangram cards and will probably enjoy activities
with pattern blocks. With his interest in building he might also like meas-
uring projects, first using his own units of measurement and, later, standard
measures. Carpentry might also be a fine activity for Bill. Problems to be
solved at the sand and water tables, such as how many cups will fit into a
quart container, can also be used.

At the same time, Bill apparently needs more experience in one-to-one
correspondence. This can be worked into daily activities in a spontaneous
way by asking questions involving counting and comparisons wit such struc-
tural materials as Unifix cubes. Bill should also be encouraged to join
sorting activities, which are a constant part of classroom life. (Besides
enticing "setups," there is always the jumble of mi.xed materials -.o be separ-
ated and counted.) Bill will also probably enjoy using other structural
materials, such as the Cuisenaire rods. His introduction to rods might be
matching, sorting, making "trains" of the same length, and so on, with no
use of numbers until he is secure in his basic concepts.

One Year Later

Bill seemed at home when he returned to school this fall, and as his
self-confidence increased so did his willingness to express himself.

Notes from November: "Took part in several puppet shows. Spoke in
them! Lots of Lego and block construction, coupled with dramatic, verbal
play. Taught a five-year-old a new game and explained it. Is using language
increasingly, especially in play situations."

In my fall conference with Bill's parents, in response to their queries
about Bill's reading, I explained that he needed more language development
before he would be fully "ready" to read. Bill's father said that Bill is
seldom able to finish a sentence at home: his older sister teases and inter-
rupts, and his younger brother insists on getting attention. I suggested that
the parents try to arrange times when one of them can be alone with Bill so
that he can express himself without fear of interruption. Bill's father has
done this, by doing such things as taking Bill off alone in the car to talk
together.

Bill has shown decided strengths in his math activities this year. He
has voluntarily chosen to use many math materials: the balances, the 10's
game, Inch-by-Inch, Parcheesi, sand pendulum, and measuring activities. I

did lots of matching and category games with Bill in addition to his own
explorations. He particularly liked using Cuisenaire rods--sorting, making
trains, matching lengths. When he became interested this spring in using
units to measure rod lengths and recording his answers, I introduced symbols
for "greater than," "less than," and "adding on." Bill is very clear about
the meaning and use of these signs and uses them independently.

Since I decided to corroborate my observation that Bill's concepts had
become operational, I checked him again in March on inclusion. He had no
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trouble with the boys-children check. He was also able to maintain that

there were more wooden beads than orange beads. Bill was also operational
in checks for ordering, conservation of continuous quantities, length, and

area. He solved all math-balance problems quickly and accurately. Re had

already whipped through the entire first set of tangram cards and was work-

ing on the second set on his own. Bill is the only child in the study group

who is operational in all these areas now.

Even though Bill has been able to forge ahead on his own in math areas,
he needs careful, consistent help with reading skills. This is not due to

lack of interest, for, as the diagnostic checks showed, Bill is persistent
and motivated. Since these checks did not point out any particular strengths,
except for sound discrimination, I have approached readiness activities from
several angles (aside from the main one of language development). Bill has

worked in a workbook, practicing handwriting and round- symbol associations.

He has enjoyed this. I have also used many phonic lotto games with Bill.
Although he can discriminate differences in sounds, he has difficulty articu-

lating them and needs lots of practice. As Bill becomes more confident at
these games, I have suggested that other children join us, and Bill has been
able to take turns asking for the cards and sounds he wants.

In the afternoons, beginning in November, I worked alone with Bill
introducing rhyming words for short periods. Bill couldn't blend them, but

he could see the similarities and repeat them. Meanwhile, Bill became very

interested in dictating and illustrating picture stories. I made cards for

key words in his stories, which he was able to recognize by configuration
(a tie-in with his good sense of spatial relationships). Bill then read his
picture stories aloud to the assembled group at discussica time and felt very

pleased to be able to do this. (This was short-term memory, for he didn't

retain the sight words long.)

In December, Bill began to make connections in blending. TO simplify

this process as much as possible, I printed two-letter blends, such as sa,
fa, and asked him to add an ending consonant, such as t. We worked regularly

at this for about ten minutes nearly every day.

After Christmas, Bill seemed ready to join a small group working on

phonics three times a week. He became more adept at blending and started to
write sentences from dictation, using all the short-vowel sounds as well as

some sight words ("the," "of," "is," etc.). Reading back his sentences con-

tinues to be more difficult for Bill than writing, so we are trying to give
him extra time reading aloud very simple phonic readers to one other person.

I feel the study of Bill has special implications for a teacher in an

open classroom. It is not enough to present such a chile with interesting
challenges; one must also be aware of his strengths, weaknesses, and level

of readiness. Whereas Bill's strengths in discovering mathematical relation-
ships enabled him to do a great deal of independent work, aided only by sug-
gestions or the occasional telching of pew approaches, his language difficul-
ties made it especially important for me to train and reinforce his beginning

skills in reading as he became ready for each new step.
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JOHN
(5 years, 11 months)

Reading Predictions Based on Classroom Observations

John has an excellent speaking vocabulary. He is an early reader, using
mostly the sight method and picking out and remembering words well. However,
he also knows all his sounds and can isolate sounds in the middle of words.
John is highly motivated to read: father and mother encourage this at home
and place a high priority on it as well as on his intellectual skills.

John can concentrate for long periods of time on a task if it interests
him, if he feels he is doing it successfully, or if it gives him class status
(as in Monopoly).

John has unusually poor manual dexterity and physical development (slight,
underdeveloped muscularly); he has poor control of his voice (talks too loud-
ly, has difficulty regulating voice dynamics); drools when speaking. Eating
lunch, for example, is a singularly messy business (spoon to mouth is es-
pecially hard). Also, his spatial sense is poor, as shown in fitting blocks
back into a box. John appears to have directional problems; when asked to
make a circle like one I drew on the blackboard, he made a circle but started
at the bottom and went in the opposite direction. When I repeated mine, he
still couldn't do it. John has worked this spring on "directional mazes" to
help develop his ability and awareness of directions. John's pictures are
those of a much younger child, almost scribbles. But he will dictate complex
bits of information about them.

He has used the sand table a lot; I suspect a need for using materials,
which were not a part of his preschool life. He doesn't like to get his hands
dirty, and won't use paint or clay unless encouraged. He is very dependent
on adults for direction, praise, and ideas. Also, he tires easily. He will
work on something, like one piece of a mobile, then go lie down.

Socially, John is timid and anxious and finds it difficult to get along
easily with the other children.

When we 'lave music, John has a hard time with clapping rhythms--he just
doesn't get them. He also has a lot of difficulty memorizing the words. I

wonder whether this is because it's an unfamiliar skill, or because the audi-
tory memory involved in songs uses a different part of the brain than that
involved in words and information, and whether this is connected with his
physical immaturity.

I expect that next year John will increase greatly in his reading skills,
without any teaching, just through his interest and quick sight memory. How-
ever, I think that learning to write will be difficult, for purely physical
reasons, and that emphasis should be on finding and planning activities to
develop his motor control.

I am concerned that his reading will so far outstrip his writing that he
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may block in writing. Thought should be given on how to make him feel posi-

tive about this even though it does develop slowly.

Query: Is John's poor motor coordination due to immaturity, lack of

practice, some kind of brain dysfunction, or perhaps a combination? How

important is it to know which one, in devising a learning program?

Diagnosis and Recommended Learning
Strategies Based on the Reading Checks

John exhibited strengths in all the oral-language areas of the checks.

Checks relying on visual and auditory skills were also strong, with one

exception--tapped patterns. Considering the difficulty John has with visuo-

motor tasks, I am inclined to attribute his low score on tapped patterns to

the motor control involved, not to lack of auditory discrimination. In fact,

at the time of the check, John commented on the loud and soft qualities, but

was totally unable to reproduce them.

I would also be inclined to rank John lower on the Bender Motor Gestalt

than the scoring directions strictly allow me to do because his designs ex-

hibited spatial problems, running into one another and figures not totally

closed or connected. John's execution of the Bender Motor Gestalt designs

was revealing. He held the pencil in toward himself and looked at the card

while he drew, not at his own paper. He talked constantly while drawing- -

counting the dots, discussing the shapes. Spatial and motor problems were

also pointed up by the way John circled nonsense words, for example, missing

half a word in his attempt. John uses a pencil with considerable difficulty,

holding it awkwardly and controlling it poorly. Coordination problems are

evidenced in other areas not included in the checks: John is clumsy, bumps

into things, tars trouble running and skipping, and cannot control the volume

of his speaking voice.

John compensates for these disabilities by being extremely verbal. He

has a good vocabulary, good sentence memory, and good sound discrimination.

His pattern memory is also excellent in both visual and auditory areas.

The second part of the checks--additional observations--pointed up some

interesting sidelights. John is only a fair listener and is poor at following

directions, the latter partly due to his penchant for reinterpreting and thus

changing directions. His persistence is also poor, due, I think to his low

tolerance of failure. If things get hard, he is quick to drop them. However,

John is highly motivated to read and has been busily picking up sight clues

all year. After dictating a "picture story," he is usually able to read it

all back. He has also learned to read room signs and beginning books almost

entirely on his own.

It is apparent that John will be an early, successful reader. This

definite strength should probably be encouraged more than I have done in the

past, mostly due to my concern that John's reading would so outstrip his writ-

'.rig that he would begin to block on writing. However, it should be possible

to build up his self-image through reading success while being supportive
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in the more arduous and discouraging (for him) task of learning to write.

Strategies for the fall should include the following learning situa-
tions (no writing involved): recognizing word families and their similari-
ties and differences; new sight words (John's own box of sight words on
separate cards might be fun for him, to add to daily); reading aloud from
progressively harder books, with new or difficult words written out by me
for the sight-card box; and dictating his own stories and reading them back
to the class.

I feel that motor training should not be neglected. John should con-
tinue to have plenty of time for active play, using big blocks, construction
materials, and sand and water, which will help him learn to interact more
fully with other children. John enjoys dramatic play, and this can also be
encouraged.

Since John demonstrates spelling
5-- -engths, once he has learned to form

his letters he should be able to go directly on to more sophisticated writing
activities. I expect, however, that he will need many weeks of careful
teaching to learn his lower-case letters. John might benefit by working on
this skill in a small group, with Bill and perhaps Dave, which would give him
the social interaction and learning to listen and follow directions in a
group that he needs. John should also have constant opportunities to work
with materials involving small-muscle skills. Paints, crayons, scissors,
and clay are splendid developers of precision and are unthreatening mediums.
Small-construction sets, like Lego, parquetry designs, color cubes, puzzles,
and tangrams could also be used. Woodworking in the shop, cooking, and
sewing are all part of the classroom life, and John could be included more
often than usual in all these activities, particularly when a teacher was
there to give help and instruction.

The queries I put forth in the classroom observations written in April,
before the checks, have still not been answered: Is John's poor motor coor-
dination due to immaturity, lack of practice, some kind of brain dysfunction,
or perhaps a combination? How important is it to know which one, in devising
a learning program? I am inclined to think that it is a combination of all
the above, with major emphasis on motor immaturity, for John's motor develop-
ment is unusually slow. However, since he is clumsier than many one-year-
olas, who can pick up tiny objects with precision, it is hard to avoid the
conclusion that messages from the brain to controlling nerves and muscles are
imprecise. Lack of practice is to be expected; difficult activities tend to
be avoided by most people, and John talks where most children act.

As for the importance of this information for teaching (to the best of
my knowledge after reading on this subject), I am suggesting the same careful,
cousistent, even repetitious teaching plus manipulation of materials for John
that is advised for children with minimal brain damage in connection with
learning to write.

Math Checks

1. One-to-one correspondence and conservation of number. John correctly
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counted out 12 objects to match my original pile of 12. He knew the numbers
remained constant when I rearranged the piles or spread them out. However,
he couldn't think of any way to equate the piles without counting.

When we played "store," trading nine objects for nine coins on a
one-to-one basis, John was unable to tell if the piles were the same. "I'll
have to count." The next time we played "store," again starting with nine
objects and nine coins, which John had verified by counting, I stopped after
trading six times and asked, "How many coins do you think I have left in my
hand?" "Six, because I counted the coins on the table" (already traded).
When I reminded him we'd started with nine, he tried again and guessed "Five."
When we finished trading, he thought we had the same number, but couldn't give
any reason.

In the next check, which involved matching three sets of objects,
A to B, then B to C, then asking whether A and C had the same amount, John
had considerable difficulty. First he miscounted pile A (random counting--he
counted one object twice; on the second try he counted out 12 objects). Next,
he had a terrible time getting pile B to equal pile A. (I think he may have
thought I was asking him to do something more difficult than I was.) First
he counted out nine objects in pile B, then counted some more in pile A. I

corrected this, and he started again and counted up to nine. He found this
wasn't enough, so he piled on eight more objects. I asked him, "Which pile
has more?" He counted both, then said, "This pile (A) has more because it
has 12." "How many does the other pile have?" "Seventeen." "The first pile
(A) has more." He next added to pile B to equate it with A. He did a lot
of random counting. Finally he started taking away from pile B until he got
it down to 12. It took a long time. He then made another pile, C (stones),
to equal pile B (miscellaneous objects, which were clearly harder to count).
When asked if piles A and C were the same, he said, "I think this pile (A)
has two more, because I'm looking at it closely and I think it has."

2. More than, less than. John understands and can use these terms in
connection with small numbers. That is, he can tell you that two more than
four is six, or three less than 10 is seven. He does this in his head.

3. Seriation. When John was asked to arrange cutouts of feet, he put
them in order from longest to shortest. However, he was unable to give a
reason for t'iis.

In arranging 10 rieces of string, cut to varying lengths, John ordered
them "like steps," but didn't use a baseline.

4. Conservation of continuous quantities. John lacked the concept of
conservation of continuous quantities. When I poured the water from his glass
into a wider container he thought the amount had changed and become less.
When I gave each of us equal amounts in glasses, then poured his into three
smaller glasses, he said, "I've got more now. No, you've got more. I'm going
to make a wild, wild guess. Maybe we both have the same!" However, when I
poured his back into the original glass and he accepted the fact that now we
both had the same amount, no light dawned as to the constant quantity of the
liquid.

5. Classification and class inclusion. In the check involving an under-
standing of the terms "some" and "all," John did well. He sorted the red and
blue squares and red circles. He had no trouble with such questions as "Are
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some of the squares blue or are all of them blue?"
The next check involved sorting a group of cards picturing boys and

girls. John sorted these alternately and had no difficulty with the question
"Are there more boys or more children?" "Children, because they're boys and
girls, four boys and three girls, and they're all children."

The third check involved nine orange and three blue wooden beads.
After sorting and establishing the fact that all the beads were wooden, John
was asked, "Are there more wooden or more orange beads?" He was convinced
that there were more orange ones.

6. Parquetry cards and tangram cards. John had a hard time making the
parquetry pieces fit the design cards. He went over the edges, fitted the
pieces badly, and gave up. Using the three-dimensional cube designs, John
ignored spatial relationships and built the designs flat on the table.

John worked hard on the tangram cards and succeeded in doing the
first eight designs. He needed some help, for he had trouble matching things
like the right-size triangular piece to the outline of it.

7. Math balance. I did three successively more difficult tasks, using
the math balance.

In the first one, I put one weight on my side and asked John to
balance by adding one weight on his side. He did this easily.

Next I put two weights on my side, and he was able to balance these
with one on his side.

The third time, I put one weight on my side and asked John to balance
it with two weights on his. This was considerably more difficult, and he re-
sorted to totally random trial and error, for he couldn't hold the concept of
moving in the right direction to balance the beam

Evaluation and Suggestions for
Learning Strategies Based on the Math Checks

John lacks the concept of one-to-one correspondence. He seems to depend
totally on counting, and even though he traded a small number of objects (nine)
on a one-to-one basis, he was unahle to tell whether the two piles contained
the same number of objects.

John also had a great deal of difficulty counting, particularly when it
involved making two piles having equal amounts. He counted some objects
twice, or -.he spaces in between. After counting out three piles with the
same number (:.f objects, he was asked if the first and third piles contained
the same number. His answer, a splendid exam:Ile of preoperational thinking,
was based on what he saw: "I think this pile has two more, because I'm look-
ing at it closely, and I think it has."

John had no trouble with tasks involving the terms "more than" and "less
than." He computed the answers in his head. He also did well with the first
two math-balance problems, relying on computation to solve them and placing
the weights directly on the correct numbers. This coupled with his lack of
understanding of conservation of number, seems a contradiction to me. In

class, John enjoys counting--mostly in his head--and figuring out number
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combinations. He can also play Monopoly, which requires counting money.
(He was taught to play this by his father. There is considerable emphasis
on the intellectual approach at home, with almost no use of materials.)

Perhaps lack of experience in manipulating materials, combined with
John's spatial and directional problems (the design car-.7,s point this up) and
his difficulty with small-muscle control, result in random counting and an
unawareness of the constant properties of numbers.

John ordered the strings according to size, but he didn't use a base-
line and was unable to give a reason for his arrangement.

John did not have the concept of conservation of continuous quantities;
perceptual factors were too powerful. However, his comment, after shifting
back and forth from "I've got more now. No, you've got more. I'm going to
make a wild, wild guess. Maybe we both have the same!" indicates that there
is a glimmer of awareness forming. This places John in an intuitive, or
transitional, stage of this concept.

John was able to apply the concept of class inclusion to the expexAxient
using cards of boys and girls: "They're boys and girls, four boys and three

girls, and they're all children." This is operational, including certainty
and the ability to give a reason.

The check involving wooden beads was too difficult, just as it was for

all the other five-year-olds I checked.

The design ci,rds were hard for John. He went over the margins, chose
pieces poorly, and gave up entirely on the parquetry designs. He worked hard
at the tangram cards but had spatial problems, such as selecting the correct-

size piece to fit into its outline. I am not clear whether his spatial sense
will improve with practice, thus making it appropriate to encourage the use
of such materials, or whether he has a far-reaching lack and this area of
weakness should be avoided. In the fall we can feel our way on this, not
pushing such activities, but encouraging John not to avoid them entirely.

I was s-rprised at the result of these math checks (except for the design
cards). I had expected John to do very well with the conservation and count-
ing tasks. I had been convinced by his enjoyment of counting that he under-

stood the invariance of number. Now I realize that he needs lots of practice
to fill in the gaps, using matching activities, trading activities, counting
games involving one-to-one correspondence, and so on. I think that John, with
his almost total avoidance of the 'use of materials, plus his highly verbal
approach, might be one of those children who do well with written math up to
a certain point, then begin stumbling flyer the lack of a sound foundation.

Learning strategies for John should include practical applications of

math. Measuring activities, carpentry, cooking, counting milk cups to match
the number of children present, doing attendance (which means counting tags
and matching children), and other daily tasks might help overcome his reluc-
tance to use materials. 1.4.%tIl activities involving clay would also be good,

not only for the messing around with his hands. but for feeling weight, mass,
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density, for building tall and short things, fat and thin. John needs the
doing, not the talking about his ideas.

One Year Later

John's voluntary choice of activities this year has fitted in particu-
larly well with his needs and with the plans I had in mind for him. Notes
from October: "Spends a lot of time building with Lego and acting out being
an airplane, car, etc., actively with other boys. Checkers with Mark. Water
play. Lots of drawing and clay. Has started carpentry, but refuses to cook.
Seems much more independent this year."

Active use of materials throughout the fall began to improve John's im-
mature motor control. At the same time, I worked with John on using materials
to express his notions of number. He could tell me, quite confidently, that

-LL 7 = 15," but to illustrate this by arranging objects was a new concept,
as if it hadn't occurred to him that number could be a property of things.
John's difficulty with motor skills and spatial relationships made this a
slow process, and he exhibited some initial anxiety about making mistakes. I
also encouraged John to work with the pan balance and to join in various meas-
uring activities, choosing his own unit of measurement. (John's grasp of
conservation of length is transitional, so I felt that experimenting in this
direction would help him cross over to a firmer concept.) Cuisenaire rods
were among the materials I used regularly with John, chiefly in sorting,
matching, and measuring games. It took John a long time to be able to match
two shorter rods, end to end, with a longer one, and when we played games
filling in missing lengths he had to make several tries to find the correct
rod. John's visuo-motor integration steadily improved with these tasks, and
his concepts of mathematical relationships also matured.

I checked John on his notions of conservation in March. He was clearly
operational in the following: conservation of number, area, and continuous
quantities. He used class inclusion in the check involving orange and blue
beads. His manipulation of the math balance was quick and accurate. He
only had trouble with ordering the strings, which he did awkwardly, and when
I handed him two additional strings to insert in his arrangement, he had to
start entirely over again.

Beginning early in the fall, I worked individually with John on building
handwriting skills. Besides tracing letters and writing them in various com-
binations on lined paper, John used a workbook for handwriting practice with
my constant supervision. His progress was slow but steady enough so that he
could see an improvement in control. He started by being very anxious about
making mistakes, but gained in confidence as he went along. He also became
enthusiastic about dictating and illustrating stories and reading them to the
class. Note from December: "John has copied his own text in picture stories
a few times and has written a couple of stories sounding out (but mostly ask-
ing for) words. Often can spell them, but lacks confidence to go ahead. Needs
lots of reinforcement."

In January, John began working in a small phonics group meeting three
times a week, with emphasis on writing sentences from dictation and sounding
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out the words. I think this has bolstered John's feeling of competence,
because he has found that he can write capably, and while his letters are
still shaky he can draw on his reading ability to check what he has written
for correctness (a skill his friends have not yet attained). I have not done
additional work with John on reading aloud, except to "spot check" him oc-
casionally. He often reads to himself at quiet tines and continues to gain
a sight vocabulary, mostly on his own. His reading level is still consider-
ably ahead of his writing, but he has gained such positive results from his
writing improvement that I think we no longer need to worry about too much
discrepancy between the two.

NIKKI
(5 years, 11 months)

Reading Predictions Based on Classroom Observations

Nikki needs special consideration, as she is a child who has had poor
health, which has affected her development. She is physically small and deli-
cate and appears to function as a young four-year-old. In spite of her con-
dition, she is a cheerful, winsome little girl, warm and trusting.

Nikki expresses herself clearly, with quite a good vocabulary, and can
tell imaginative stories. She also paints with an unusually nice feeling
for color. But when we get into other areas, there are some puzzling contra-
dictions: at times Nikki can understand and do a task, such es counting the
dots on dice; at other times her confusion is total, as if the correct mes-
sages aren't getting through to her brain.

Nikki's muscle control, both large and small, is undeveloped. She is
unable to make scissors cut. Her pencil drawings are usually scribbles.
Likewise, her rhythmic sense is lacking; clapping rhythms is too complicated,
and she sucks her thumb instead.

Nikki's auditory discrimination also seems weak, though we could perhaps
work on this more than we have. She has been exposed to the same sound games
as the other five-year-olds, but she has not yet begun to discriminate sounds
with any regularity. She is not able to attach sounds to symbol.s or picture
cards, either. Listening to stories, unless they are stories for very young
children read especially to her, is too difficult. Nikki cannot follow the
story thread or keep her attention on it. She also is unable to follow di-
rections unless they are short and specific, containing one idea and given
directly to her ("It is time to go to music"). Directions given to the group
as a whole are not heard by Nikki.

Nikki is extremely dependent on adults and can only play the simplest
games on a one-to-one basis. She spends a lot of time watching the other
children, sometimes saying, "I want to do some work." However, her concen-
tration is so limited and her skills so undeveloped that I really don't know
how to work out a learning program for her. I suspect she has suffered some

.1 I
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brain damage that is preventing her from responding to stimuli as most child-
ren do. In the meantime, she appears to need lots of time for free play in
the housekeeping corner and for manipulating materials such as clay, sand,
and water. Drawing pictures, pasting, cutting, and other nursery school ac-
tivities are still very difficult for her.

Visual discrimination is perhaps Nikki's weakest area. She took all
year to learn to identify her name in print and is still unsure at times.
She is unable to do parquetry designs except in a random manner, and certain-
ly not following a given pattern. When she counts small objects, such as
three colored one-inch cubes, she sometimes counts imaginary spaces in between,
pointing with her fingers, and may arrive at seven cubes. Another time, she
will see there are three.

Nikki's spatial and directional senses are also confused. Sometimes
she will print her name correctly; other times backwards; still other times
backwards and upside down. With the three or four letter-symbols she knows,
she doesn't know which way is right side up.

I expect that learning to read and write is going to be exceptionally
difficult for Nikki and that it is pointless to try until some basic con-
cepts are learned and some confusions sorted out. How to do this will require
more research on teaching strategies for children with learning disabilities.

Diagncsis and Recommended Learning
Strategies Based on the Reading Checks

Vikki did well in most of the oral-language activities. Her picture-
naming vas good, and she told a coherent story. Her category names were
fair, and so was ner sentence memory. In all, it adds up to considerable
ability in yid! language.

Nikki did poorly in matching sooken or written configurations and also
in the visuo- mc.tor tasks. Her pattern-memory abilities were mixed, with poor
results on the visual sections and good ones on the auditory.

I think it is important to note Nikki's strengths in two auditory abili-
ties: blending and sound discrimination. Her sentence memory, also largely
auditory, was comparable to what most of the other children did on this task.

Activities that lean heavily on visual abilities were difficult for
Nikki. She did poorly on both word-matching and spelling, and only fairly
on the nonsense-word-matching and word-recognition checks. I was struck by
the difference in Nikki's ability to handle the two word-matching checks, which
apparently require similar skills. Initially, she had lots of trouble finding
and keeping her place in the nonsense-word-matching checks (where the words
are in straight rows), but then she settled down and worked quietly and well.
On word-matching, where the words are in boxes, Nikki got totally confused.
The first day I tried it with her, she did the first box with help from me,
but then continued to circle the same word in the next three boxes, in spite
of my best efforts to explain. So I tried the check with her again a few
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days later. She again did the first box with my help, but then was unable
to find any word similarities in any of the other boxes. This may be sig-
nificant, because I believe that Nikki has trouble with visual discrimina-
tion, particularly so if there is any irregularity in spacing or if items
are not in rows. Her brain doesn't seem to receive correct messages in
visual areas:. This hypothesis should be checked out carefully in the fall
because, if Nikki has this kind of disability, it isn't clear to me how she
will be able to deal with the visual symbols of reading. Her difficulty
with pattern-matching may be tied into the same problem, not one of inex-
perience, I feel, but oae of possible brain misfunction.

The second part of the checks--additional observations--suggests a
picture of a child who, in any case, has not reached "readiness" for reading
activities. Nikki's ability to listen and follow directions is poor; she is
unable to stay put at a game, but is continually on the move; she cannot work
alone or be independent or persist in a task. This calls to mind the be-
havior of a much younger child and implies that Nikki needs more time to
mature before she is ready for the kind of learning that requires continued
concentration.

I feel that learning strategies for Nikki should first and foremost
include free time for interaction and unstructured play with other children,
giving her chances to practice developing her initiative, independence, and
social skills. Since Nikki needs a great deal of adult support, this freedom
should be interlaced with short games and activities with a teacher. These,

considering Nikki's strengths in oral language and blending, might include
sound-matching games ("Can you think of something that starts with the same
sound that "mouse" does?"), oral rhyming games, and dictating stories, which
she could illustrate. Nikki can also be helped to develop skills involving
small-muscle control through painting, clay, sewing (large embroidery thread
and needles on burlap would be suitable for her), collage, scissor cutouts,
and so on.

Early in the fall I want to do further checking to see if I can find out
whether there are certain patterns that are clear to Nikki and certain ones
that are not. I plan to consult both the school psychologist and the read-
ing specialist for help in further diagnosis and teaching strategies. I

need to know if there is any consistency, for example, in the way Nikki per-
ceives a row of beads or any other objects, as this has so much importance
in relation to the printed page. In the meantime, before she makes any at-
tempt to connect letter symbols with a sound, or word symbols with meaning,
Nikki can be absorbing a rich background of auditory and oral relationships,
which will be important to her reading success.

Considering Nikki's general immaturity, pl.isical health, and pack of
reading readiness, it seems reasonable to expect her to need an extra year
before sustained work in reading is appropriate.

Math Checks

1. One-to-one correspondence and conservation of number. I started with
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a pile of seven beans and asked Nikki to count them. She counted in a ran-
dom way, saying numbers without relation to the beans she touched, and
arrived at nine. Next, I asked her to make a pile to match my pile of five
beans. She counted out five objects, then told me she had six. The next
time she made a pile containing four objects to match my pile and told me it
contained five.

2. More than, less than. When I asked Nikki (to ascertain her verbal
comprehension), "If I have three beans and you give me two more, haw many
will I have?" she answered, "Three." When she counted she got four.

3. Seriation. Nikki took the strings of assorted lengths and laid
them one after another in a continuous line. She couldn't think of another
way of arranging them.

4. Conservation of continuous quantities. We started with two identical
glasses of water. Nikki poured hers into a wide jar and told me, "You have
more 'cause mine's in a flat dish." She poured her water back and agreed we
had the same amount. Next, she poured hers out into three small glasses.
Now you have more because yours is in a bigger cup."

5. Classification and class inclusion. Nikki was clear about the terms
"some" and "all." She told me that, out of a collection of red and blue
squares and red circles, some of the squares were blue and all the circles
were red.

In the check involving cards of four boys and three girls, Nikki put
the boys together in a line, then continued with the girls. I asked her,
"Are there more children or more boys?" "The boys are children. There are
more boys."

In the check using nine orange and three blue wooden beads, Nikki
was convinced there were more orange than wooden beads.

I did another check with Nikki, using cards showing five red tulips
and five distinctly different flowers. I asked her to sczt these into two
groups. She was totaliy unable to do this. Her attention was on what looked
nice together, and she made several groups, commenting on the colors and
shifting them around and regrouping, but she could not place them in only two
groups.

6. Parquetry cards and tangram cards. Nikki had no conception of how
to fill the spaces. She confused the colors, went over the edges, and gave up.
She could only do the very simplest design.

When she tried the tangram design cards and pieces, she was unable to
do even the first card.

7. Math balance. When I put one weight on my side and asked Nikki to
balance the beam with one weight on her side, she was unable to get the idea
of which way to move. Finally, she pushed the beam down with her hand to com-
pensate for the difference, then just began to swing it up and down.

.1
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Evaluation and Suggestions for
Learning Strategies Based on the Math Checks

Nikki has not yet achieved a one-to-one correspondence between number
and object. Numbers appear to be just words to her. When she counts, she
counts the spaces between objects as readily as the objects themselves.
Matching is also done in a random manner.

When Nikki was asked to order the strings, she didn't take into con-
sideration the relationships of size at all and just laid them end to end.

Conservation of continuous quantities was clearly beyond her scope,
since she was still relying on visual perception for her information.

The checks involving class inclusion, which imply logical thinking,
were also too difficult for this child who relied or visual information, and
what she saw was more boy cards and more orange beat? ;.

Nikki's inability to sort and classify th--, Flmer cards is character-
istic of a younger child. Here, instead of working out a logical grouping,
she focused entirely on "what looks nice together."

The patterns and spatial relationships involved in the parquetry and
tangram designs were again beyond her scope. She was unable to do any but
the simplest design.

Likewise, the logic of the math balance eluded her. (Many four-year-olds
can balance with one weight.) Nikki was totally unable to discover any rela-
tion between the position of the beam and the position of her weight.

Nikki is clearly in the preconceptual stage of preoperational thinking.
Again, I must ask whether possible brain damage is responsible for this re-
tardation. I am also concerned with Nikki's inability to see patterns and
with her predictable miscounting. I wonder whether she also has the additional
liability of difficulty in visual perception.

An important part of making an effective learning strategy for Nikki will
be some further checking by the school psychologist. In the meantime, it
seems evident that Nikld should have limitless opportunities to learn to order
her world. These should include many types of one-to-one matching (children
and chairs, paint cans and brushes, etc.). Nikki should also be helped to
sort and classify materials: pencils in the pencil box, pattern blocks by
shape and color, people pieces, little scissors and big scissors. Ordering by
size can be used: taller and shorter children, cutouts of feet, nesting
boxes. All these activities will require her to participate actively and to
manipulate materials, mostly in a framework of play.

Considering Nikki's verbal abiiity, she should be encouraged to talk
about what she is doing, how she is doing it, and why. Perhaps she will make
the most progress if we help her tie in her capacity for language with working
out logical relationships.
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One Year Later

Notes from October "Lots of baby play in house corner with the fives;
when they leave to do someihino sits on rug and sucks thumb. Did alpha-
bet lotto with me--could recognize letters, but didn't get idea or sounds.
If others join a game, ceases to concentrate and drifts away. In number
lotto (matching dots to objects), had great trouble counting dots. Counted
cubes and spaces in between."

In accordance with my plan for Nikki, I asked to have her checked by
both the reading specialist and school psychologist. She was given the
Slingerland prereading screening test to get additional clues on her visual
perception. Her visual memory showed up as being very poor; she had great
trouble holding an image in her mind. Her visuo-motor performance was also
very poor. In copying geometric figures, such as triangles and squares,
her age norm was that of four years, six months (Nikki was then six-four)
--consistent with my findings last spring.

The psychologist tested Nikki with the McCarthy Scales of Children's
Abilities. The analysis of her abilities was again consistent with the checks
I used in the spring: Nikki showed normal verbal ability and fair auditory
memory, but she had trouble with abstract problems, such as those involving
catecories. Her mathematical functioning was below average in all areas,
and her motor coordination was extremely immature. The interesting point to
me here was that Nikki had to actually pick up and move objects from one spot
to another in order to count them and to perceive their shapes. The behavi-
oral comments also provided me with some very helpful clues. The psycholo-
gist noted that Nikki approached problems without much confidence and stopped
at the first sign of difficulties. Nikki seemed accustomed to being protected
from any difficult situation and took it for granted that adults would "let
her off the hook" if she pleaded tiredness. I recognized immediately that
this had been true of my relationship with Nikki and that I had perhaps been
expecting too little from her.

Encouraged by the psychologist, who checked into the classroom at fre-
quent intervals, I began working regularly with Nikki at short tasks of match-
ing, counting, category games (like sorting beads), and drawing pictures to
match beginning sounds. In all these tasks, I tried to use Nikki's verbal
ability to reinforce our activities by having her describe and explain to me
what she was doing. Note from November: "Nikki shows progress, as our expec-
tations are clearer. Today she counted paper cups (for milk) erratically for
me. I said, 'Nikki, that's not right, and I know you can do better.' She
looked surprised, and did.-

Nikki continued to make gradual progress. Since she inevitably chose
dramatic play in the house corner for the larger part of each day, I made an
agreement with her first to use a gime or material from the shelves each morn-
ing. She has needed a lot of help choosing and cor iderable firmness in ex-
pecting her to complete her activity and cleanup. I feel that my higher
expectations of her have reinforced her own self - confidence: "If Nancy thinks
I can do this, maybe I can."

13
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In February, after lots of games and practice connecting sounds and
letter sym:Jols, Nikki made a "rhyming book" consisting of word families,
which she thought up, traced (following my dotted lines), and illustrated.
One page contained the word "man," with an appropriate drawing, the next
"pan," and so forth. Each day Nikki reread her words, with the picture
clues, before going on to think up her next rhyme. This provided a bridge
to blending, and in March Nikki began writing a few lower-case letters and
blending short-a words from dictation. She continued to have directional
and motor difficulties, and needed a model for her letters, but her progress
was clear to both of us. Unless I worked with her alone, it was very hard
for Nikki to keep focused on what we were doing, but i felt encouraged that
she was beginning to be able to make this important step toward reading.

In March I gave Nikki the math checks I had used with her last spring.
Although her attempts were more purposeful now, and she was able to do the
first counting tasks accurately, she still was preoperational in conservation
of number, ordering, conservation of continuous quantities, and class inclu-
sion, was transitional in her use of the math balance, and her responses
were characteristic of the preconceptual phase. She could do only the first
two tangram cards.

In Nikki's case, it was helpful to me to have made a reading diagnosis,
because it predicted more success in learning to read that I had anticipated.
It was also helpful to have the objective opinion of the psychologist in de-
veloping strategies to use with Nikki. These two factors gave me the courage
to expect and consistently require bett-ar performance from Nikki, with
favorable results.

[SYLVIA
(6 years, 2 months)

Reading Predictions Based on Classroom Observations

Sylvia is a competitive, bright little girl who is pushing hard to learn

to read. She is the oldest of the five-year-old group, having turned six in

the spring. She has soaked up all our preieading activities rapidly. She

knows all her consonant and vowel sounds, can rhyme words, and has an excellent
memory for words and songs. Her visual discrimination is fine, and her manual
dexterity well-developed, as evidenced in weaving, painting, and scissor work.

Sylvia has a good vocabulary and expresses herself easily and frequently.
If she doesn't understand something, she complains until she has it all
straightened out, even if 25 people have to wait in the meantime.

Sylvia is extremely achievement-oriented. She is competitive, demanding,

and curious. She is dependent on adults to a large extent, which is not
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unusual, considering that she is the only child of success-oriented parents
who have copious household help. It is really important to Sylvia to be
perfect. If she makes an error, she weeps, but she picks herself up and
tries again, with good concentration.

Considering Sylvia's ability and determination, I expect she will prac-
tically teach herself to read. In the meantime, we are practicirg letter
formation and blending three-letter short-g words both in dictation and read-
ing. I anticipate no problems with Sylvia. I think she just needs to be
given the appropriate tools and skills as she proceeds.

Diagnosis and Recommended Learning
Strategies Based on the Reading Checks

Sylvia did well in most of the oral-language checks. Her sentence
memory was only fair (typical of the group tested), as was her sound dis-
crimination. However, her performance on the sound-discrimination check
placed her on the dividing line between "medium" and "high." Sylvia's oral-
language level (storytelling) was exceptionally good, though the rating
doesn't indicate this--the most vivid, and containing the fullest descrip-
tions of any of the children.

The visual discrimination checks were more difficult for Sylvia. She did
well only on the word-matching check. Several reversals in her nonsense-word-
matching test lowered her score. Reversals also impeded her selection in word
recognition: she chose "dog" instead of "boy." She also worked hastily,
which may be an indication of her style and account for some errors.

Sylvia's pattern memory was mostly good, with her blending check com-
pletely correct. Again, only fair performances in word recognition and sound
discrimination lowered her total score.

Sylvia did well in all the visuo-motor tests. I was interested in how
she executed the Bender Motor Gestalt designs. Even though she said it was
"hard," she looked only briefly at each design, then reproduced it without
looking back.

I must admit t It I expected Sylvia to perform considerably better on
these checks. One -tinent bit of information I hadn't caught before, or had
noticed and dismissed, was her problem with reversals.

The second part of the checks--additional observations--help complete
the picture of Sylvia. She is very good at listening, following directions,
and concentrating, but is only fair at working alone with persistence and in-
dependence. A knowledge of Sylvia's background helps explain why. She is
the only child of two professional and highly competent parents and is sur-
rounded by adults (housekeeper, babysitter, cook), on whom she is very depend-
ent. She is also overanxious about succeeding, which results in tears, not
persistence, if she encounters obstacles. Nonetheless, Sylvia appears to be
a very capable child, and she is highly motivated to learn to read and write.
With her good language and visuo-motor abilities, I would expect her to make
steady progress.
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In order to increase Sylvia's skill in pattern-matching, she should be
encouraged to use pattern blocks, tangram cards, puzzles, and parquetry
designs next fall.

Sylvia also needs continued instruction in forming her letters, with
care that reversals don't creep in. This can be done in a small skills
group of three or four children having similar needs. Sylvia is also ready
for more practice in blending, which she does well. The various short-vowel
and consonant blends could be used, with emphasis on Sylvia's noting sameness
and difference herself (as between fast and last, or but and hit). Word
families can be formed, with the suggestions coming from the children. Sylvia
enjoys "rhyming," so this should be fun. Sylvia is also ready for selected
new sight words, which will give greater variety in her reading and writing.
Some of this can be done in the small skills group, some on an individual
basis on Sylvia's own initiative. She likes dictating stories and should
soon be able to copy her own text and read it back. By the middle of the
year, she should be able to write her own simple stories, illustrating them
with drawings and asking for new words when she needs them. In this way I
expect her continuously to enlarge her store of words for reading and writing.
Sylvia will probably enjoy reading aloud from beginner books and can be en-
couraged to read to an older child in an informal way. I don't plan to spend
much time having her read aloud to me, as I don't think that is my most valu-
able function. She will get this largely by herself, since she is so motiva-
ted to read; besides, I think learning ou one's own is highly desirable. So
I plan to concentrate on helping Sylvia with her skills through writing:
forming words, dictating sentences that are in turn read back, recording ex-
periences in the classroom, and writing stories. Writing seems to be a more
difficult medium for most children than reading, but with the development of
writing skills reading seems to follow naturally and almost spontaneously,
with the joy of discovery. I anticipate that this will happen with Sylvia.

th Checks

1. One-to-one correspondence and conservation of number. Sylvia matched
and counted simultaneously to make her pile of objects equal mine. When I
spread out one pile, she knew it was still the same number "because I counted
each pile." She also knew the numbers remained constant when I hid the piles
in boxes. To establish correspondence without counting, she quickly moved the
pieces one at a time into two new piles until all the pieces were used up.

When we played "store" and traded objects for coins, she knew we each
had the same amount "because you gave me a coin for each one of the things."
The next time we played "store" I started with nine coins, and after I had
spent six I asked her how many I had left in my hand. "You have three left
in your hand"--no hesitation in replying. When I had spent these I asked,
"With all the money you have, can you buy all the objects I have?" "Yes,
because they're the same amount of coins as things."

Finally I asked her to make a pile of objects (B) to equal my pile
(A), and next to make another pile (C) to equal pile B. Sylvia did this, and
knew that piles A and C therefore had the same amount; however, she was unable
to give me a reason for this.

2. More than, less than. Sylvia had no difficulty figuring out what
three more than four was, or three less than 10.
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3. Seriation. Sylvia first arranged the differing lengths of string in
a random way. When I asked, "Is there a special way you can fix them?" she
started again, using a baseline, and picked out the strings one at a time in
perfect order, shortest to longest, very quickly.

4. Conservation of continuous quantities. We started with two identi-
cal glasses of water. Sylvia poured hers into a wide jar and told me, "You
have more now because yours is taller." Then she poured her water back and
agreed we had the same amount again. Next, she poured her water into three
smaller glasses. "Now I have more because I have three jars and you only
have one jar."

5. Classification and class inclusion. Sylvia had no difficulty using
the terms "same" and "all" in the check using red and blue squares and red
circles. She was clear that "all the circles are red, but just some of the
squares are red."

In the check using cards of four boys and three girls, I asked her
whether there were more children or more boys. "More children, because they're
all children"--again, no hesitation.

The next check used nine orange and three blue wooden beads. I asked
Sylvia whether there were more wooden or more orange beads. "More orange."

6. Parquetry cards and tangram cards. Sylvia worked with considerable
concentration fitting the parquetry pieces to the design cards. She showed
a good grasp of the spatial relationships involved. When she took a hard
card she stuck at it with persistence. Using the three-dimensional patterns
and cubes, Sylvia ignored perspective and built her designs in a straight line.

When she used the tangram cards and pieces, she worked quietly and
confidently, observing the shape of the piece and the space and fitting the
pieces in. She worked through card 8 in this purposeful way.

7. Math balance. In the first check, Sylvia matched her weight to my
weight quickly.

In the second one, I placed two weights on my side and asked her to
make it balance, using one weight. She did this by trial and error, but got
it quite quickly.

In the third check, I placed one weight on my side and asked her to
balance the beam using two weights. She was not able to solve this, but she
moved consistently in the right direction.

Evaluation and Suggestions for
Learning Strategies Based on the Math Checks

Sylvia appeared to be in the stage of concrete operations in almost all
the checks. She showed a firm grasp of conservation of number. She was even
able to figure out how many coins I had left in my hand, which was the hard-
est counting task for most of the children. Moreover, she did it immediately:
with no hesitation, which is typical of children in the operational stage. She
was also quick to solve problems involving the terms "more than" and "less
than."
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Sylvia also demonstrated an operational approach to seriation, using
a baseline to achieve accuracy in her arrangement.

Sylvia was unable, however, to hold in her mind that the amount of
liquid remained constant in the check for conservation of continuous quan-
tities, for the perceptual evidence to the contrary was too strong. This
is a good example of how a child can be fully operational in some areas but
preoperational in others

Sylvia was able to use class inclusion in the experiment with the cards
of boys and girls. There was no hesitation i,-, her reply, and she was able
to give a reason for her answer, "They're all children."

The next check, using wooden beads, was beyond her grasp. It would be
interesting to present this experiment again in the fall to see if she is
yet able to use the principle of class inclusion in this task.

Sylvia's approach to the design ,ards was also operational. She didn't
work in a random way, but considered the shape of the space and the shape of
the pieces and fitted them in carefully.

Although Sylvia was unable tc solve the hardest problem on the math bal-
ance, she held on to the idea of the right direction to move, which I con-
sider operational.

Sylvia seems to be ready for some structured learning situations. She

might enjoy beginning to work with Cuisenaire rode, first by length and
color, next by movable number values to express number relationships. She
could try a variety of measuring projects, first using measuring units of her
own choice and later standard measures. Sylvia also appears to be ready to
begin some of the simple attribute games, using a variety of materials for
sorting and inclusion. Structural games, such as the "10's game" and chip-
trading, will give her opportunities for computation and familiarity with
other bases.

When Sylvia expresses interest in recording, she can be taught to use a
variety of symbols according to her need. Signs for "greater than" and
"less than," arrows suggesting operations, and written sentences ("The rug
is 12 books wide") can precede the use of addition and subtraction signs.

Besides this, Sylvia will continue to have many chances to experiment
with materials and learn about relationships through informal e--sroom
situations.

One Year Later

Reading predictions based on diagnostic checks have turned out to be
considerab_y more accurate than my own expectations of Sylvia's success, which
were based solely on my observations. After her rapid start in prereading
skills, Sylvia slowed down. When I checked her reading after the summer
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vacation, she had made absolutely no progress; in fact, she had forgotten a
lot (unlike most other children, who continue to pick up clues). Further-
more, although she was definitely interested in learning reading skills,
she displayed no initiative in doing this for herself. Notes from October:
"Complains can't find anything to do. Seems anxious. Seeks out undemanding
house-corner play. Follows Barbara around. No independence. Loads of re-
versals in her writing. Phonics are insecure. Rods--slow matching."

I tried to counter Sylvia's difficulty in getting started on things
by helping her begin small projects in weald4ng, clay, and so forth. This
helped some, but she continues to take her cues from her friends' choices
and copies their activities.

Early in the fall I began working regularly with Sylvia in a small
group, practicing handwriting and blending three-letter words using all the
short-vowel sounds. I also gave her individual assignments to practice copy-
ing the letters she commonly reversed. In spite of this, her reversals have
persisted, though she is developing the ability to locate and correct them.

I continued to work with Sylvia in small groups (with the groups chang-
ing according to the skill we were practicing). I felt that group work was
beneficial, as Sylvia had trouble retaining directions or dictated sentences.
(Note only fair sentence memory.) During the winter we practiced consonant
blends, some vowel combinations, and words ending in silent e. Sylvia became
increasingly interested in writing her own stories, spurred on by imitation
of her frierls. This gave a boost to her understanding of reading and writ-
ing, and she particularly enjoyed reading her stories aloud to her classmates.
Sylvia also began to read beginning books on her own and obviously derived
plea.ure from her ability to do this.

In the early spring the focus of our work changed to reading aloud, since
Sylvia tended to read word by word, with no flow or phrasing. I also asked
her to write resumes of what she had read or answer questions about it, since
she frequently read with little comprehension. Sylvia's work is certainly
up to grade-level norms, but it is in definite contrast to what I thought she
would accomplish.

The same is true in her math. Whereas reading predictions were excel-
lent, math predictions based on the checks had a lower correlation with
Sylvia's performance this year. It's as if she had reached a peak in her
fifth year and spent the next year catching up.

According to my plan, I iitroduced Sylvia to Cuisenaire rods. I would
show her various patterns or games, then ask her to work on her own to make
other patterns. After Christmas she began copying down her patterns, using
crayons to indicate the colors. I encouraged her to do this, since otherwise
she chose no math activities voluntarily. I included her when other children
were involved in weighing, measuring, and so on, but she wasn't too interested.
When I introduced math symbols to her in early spring, thinking she was ready
for this step in her notations, she showed confusion. I was intrigued to see
whether her concept of class inclusion correlated with this, so I checked her
with the experiment usir.; orange and blue beads. She was convinced there
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were more orange than wooden beads (unlike most of the other six-year-olds,
who thought it was a pretty silly question: "Couldn't I see they were all
wooden?").

One of the implications for me in following Sylvia's progress has been
the importance of objective evaluations and the need to reassess all the
children one is working, with several times a year. The tendency to expect
children to conform to one's own expectations can be insidious and can
color one's interactions with the child. It seems particularly important
in an informal classroom to know where the child is on the basis of what she
does, not on what the teacher expects.
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This year I finished learning how to read. I was proud of myself, but sometimes it
took too long to sound out the words so I just looked at the pictures." (Agc 7)



CONCLUSION

In reviewing my study I am struck by the artificiality of trying toseparate math and reading from other activities in our classroom. It isparticularly difficult, not only because math, reading, writing, science,and the creative arts all overlap naturally, but also because the teacherin an open classroom is on the lookout for the various possibilities in-herent in any activity. Growing a plant from seed may lead to drawings,a journal describing the life cycle, measurements and growth charts, storiesabout what it would be like to be a plant, creative movement, and so on.

Although in practice all these elements overlap in an integrated way,it was a necessary discipline for me to endeavor to separate out the abili-ties basic to math and to reading. Having checked these in the group offive-year-olds, I became interested in seeing whether the tasks I used fordiagnosing readiness in math and reading had a pattern of overlapping areas.Even though there was some correlation of anilities at the top and bottomends of the scale, I could find no general parallels between math and readingabilities in this small sample.

Furthermore, I could find no pattern in the order in which the mathe-matical concepts were achieved, with one exception: seriation preceded conservation of number. There were a number of factors that might have affectedthe outcome of the math checks. 0-le was the difficult task included underconservation of number that required the child to deduce the number of coinsleft by remembering the amount traded the previous time; another was the sim-plicity of the class-inclusion check (a better picture might have includedaveraging responses to several different inclusion checks); also, the seria-tion check could have been made tare difficult by inserting additional itemsafter the initial group had been ordered, as I did one year later. Even so,the fact that one child achieved operational oonceots of conservation ofcontinuous quantities while being transitional or preoperational in most ofthe other checks lends credence to the view that absorption in manipulatingcertain materials may cause concepts related to that experience to emergeat an earlier time.

The absence of patterns underlines one of the central ideas in open eau-cation, that each child needs to be considered
individually because differentchildren arrive at points of readiness at different times and through differ-ent routes. If the checks are looked at in this light, they give the teachera great deal of information about the child. The math checks were particularlyuseful for indicating where a child was at present in his thinking. They wereless accurate as predictors, since there seems to be so much variability inhow and when concepts develop. They were helpful as diagnostic aids becausethey pointed up areas of inexperience or confusion I had overlooked and sug-gested activities the child should be encouraged to engage in. I was particu-larly interested in the close correlation of the class-inclusion check withthe child's ability to use mathematical symbols. That there were so few child-ren who had reached this point of readiness underlines the need for continuedemphasis on the use of materials and de-emphasis on written math until the ageof seven or eight (or whenever these concepts have been attained).
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The math checks most useful with five-year-olds were the ones involv-

ing conservation of number, seriation, and class inclusion. The tangram

designs showed a great deal about a child's spatial sense and problem-solving

techniques, but many other classroom materials, used informally by the child

(and observed by the teacher) yield the same information. The same is true

of the math balance; observation of the child in action with various balances,

if the equipment is available for free play, shows his concepts of balancing.

More important than having specific checks is learning what is essential to

look for. Trying to define these elements was one of the central aims of my

study.

As the children became older, I found that other math checks were also

useful. I used tasks involving conservation of continuous quantities, more

difficult inclusion checks, and conservation of length and area informally

with six- and sever. - year -olds to help determine areas of readiness. I

usually found that the checks verified what I had observed and gave me the

courage to let the child have all the time he needed for explorations (even

against parental pressures: "Why isn't he doing written problems?"). The

checks also kept my expectations realistic, esoecially with children who

might be forging ahead in other areas, such as painting or reading, but who

were on a different timetable with their -ath concepts.

Like the math checks, the reading checks were also excellent for diag-

nosis. They pinpointed each child's strengths and weaknesses, so that

learning strategies could be individually planned. They also turned out to

be helpful in predicting the child's learning style. In fact, the reading

checks proved to be considerably more accurate that my classroom observa-

tions, in terms of predictions. They had the positive effect of leading

me to have more realistic expectations of two particular children: the one

at the bottom and the one at the top of the scale. Furthermore, by stressing

the children's abilities I was also better able to focus on their particular

needs.

The checks I found most useful (and the ones I have used with new child-

ren in the classroom this year, for quick diagnosis) were picture-naming,

sentence memory, sound discrimination, and word-matching, as these indicated

the child's grasp of categories, his aural memory, his auditory discrimina-

tion, and his visual strengths. The information yielded by oral-language and

visuo-motor checks is easily picked up by observing the child in the class-

room. (In a more formal classroom,
where conversation and movement are

limited, such checks would probably be necessary.)

I learned a great deal from studying, learning to give, and evaluating

the reading checks. It required me to isolate the many factors that are

presented in the integrated process of reading and gave me specific infor-

mation for answering many of the questions I nad about why certain things

worked with certain children and not at all with others. Furthermore, the

checks helped put that information into categories, thus enabling me to see

patterns. With this schema, I now have a much better idea what to lqvok

for in children's reading
abilities, and I can also do much of the cheCiting

informally, without set checks. How a child copies a pegboard design, for
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example, tells me a great deal about his visual discrimination and pattern-
matching; how he draws tells me much about his visuo-motor organization;
how he uses attribute materials gives information about categories and pat-
tern memory; how he plays phonics games shows his auditory ability.

The open-classroom teacher should ideally have the diagnostic tools to
check the children informally and the flexibility to adjust to individual
needs. There seem to be times when a child learns best on his own, motiva-
ted by his own curiosity and explorations. There are other times when a
child is ready for learning a particular skill or is bogged down and anxious
about his abilities and needs careful support and teaching. I feel that
some form of diagnostic checks, coupled with classroom observations, can
help the teacher work more effectively on the basis of individual strengths
and weaknesses. However, since there are so many unpredictable factors,
such as anxiety or fatigue, checks should be used flexibly and be repeated
at various times for additional information.

Although this study has focused on math and reading, the explorations
and learning that take place through painting, movement, dramatic play,
music, science, and group interaction are all essential in the development
of the child. These elements are woven into each day, in varying propor-
tions for different children depending on individual interests. Following
through on a child's growth in math and reading has helped me become more
objective in my evaluations, but I think that if I chose two different areas
(such as work with clay and dramatic play) I would learn as such about the
child. It is important to me to try to see the child as a whole in his
daily life at school, involved in many different activities, and to help
him (when he needs it, wants it, and is ready for it) explore new avenues
of growth and learning.
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Appendix A

A DESCRIPTION OF THE READING CHECKS

Many of these reading checks, together with guidelines for scoring, were
suggested by tests in Jansky and de Hirsch, Preventing Reading Failure (1972),
and r adapted them for individual use in my classroom.

I. Oral Language

For the first check, I used five pictorial story cards (a child getting
on a bike, riding, falling off, crying, being comforted). I asked the child
to put them in some order and then tell me what was happening. I tape-
recorded the stories so as to note vocabulary, sentence structure, and abil-
ity to sequence events. Scoring: "high" (good organization and vocabulary);
"medium" (difficulty with one of the above); or "low" (unintelligible).

The next check required the child to name a series of 20 pictures to
give some idea of his noun retrieval. I cut out line drawings of familiar
objects or occupations (hamburger, mail carrier, etc.) and pasted these on
cards for the child to identify. Scoring: "high" (a total of 15 or more
correct answers); "medium" (8-14 correct); or "low" (fewer than 8 correct).

Category-naming, a cognitive check, required the child to answer such
questions as: "What are all these things: purple, red, yellow?" (colors);
"Apples, pears, oranges?" (food, or fruit); "Hammers, screwdrivers, saws?"
(tools); "Guitars, drums, violins?" (musical instruments, or things to make
music with). Scoring: "high" (all correct); "medium" (2-3 correct); or
"low" (fewer than 2 correct).

The check for sentence memory required the child to repeat each sentence
exactly as it was spoken. (This also involves auditory discrimination and
memory.) "I want two teddy bears"; "Anne has lots of fun playing baseball
with her sister"; "Jimmy has made a fine wagon for his toys out of wood
scraps." Scoring: "high" (all repeated word for word); "medium" (first 2
sertences repeated word for word); or "low" (1 or none correctly repeated).

2. Visuo-Motor Skills

Pencil use was noted, as well as the child's ability to write his name
correctly. Scoring: "high" (proficient); "medium" (some difficulty); or
"low" (writes awkwardly or with severe difficulties).

The first si: Bender Motor Gestalt cards were used, and the child was
asked to copy the geometric designs. I made no attempt to score these in
7roper clinical fashion, but merely noted the child's coordination and ability
to make a recognizable facsimile of the designs. Scoring: "high" (all 6

designs executed clearly and spaced properly; "medium" (4 or 5 designs
executed clearly); or "low" (fewer than 4 designs executed clearly).
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3. Auditory Discrimination and Perception

The cheek for sentence memory overlaps auditory and language areas.

The check for repeating tapped patterns required the child to copy
the following sequences:

loud - soft

soft - soft loud

loud soft - loud - soft

loud - loud - soft - soft loud

Scoring: "high" (all correct); "medium" (3 correct); or "low" (fewer than
3 correct).

The sound-discrimination check consisted of saying 20 pairs of words to
the child and asking him to indicate whether they were the same or different.
Some word pairs were identical; others variety in initial consonants, final
consonants, or medial vowels. (It is important to note in which area a child
may have difficulty).

red - red

fin - thin

rock - rot

run - run

pan pan

beg - big

cup cap

sip - ship

den - ten

home - some

bat bad

pan pen

luck lock

net - net

pot - pot

man - can

hum hug

much mush

hit hat

but bet

Scoring: "high" (17 or more correct); "medium" (10 or more correct); or
"low" (fewer than 10 correct).

The check for blending required the child to combine sounds into words,
such as u-p, cry, s-at, f-an, n-ot, c-ane, f-ail, ch-ime, c-a-t, b -i-q.
Scoring: "high" (5 or more correct); "medium" (3-5 correct); or "low"
(fewer than 3 correct).

4. Visual Discrimination and Perception

I made up ditto sheets, similar to those in many workboo!...s, that required
the child to circle pairs of identical words. There were 12 sets of six words,
organized in rectangular groups or boxes, such as

6



in to

the in

if this

on to

can the

of on

you go

the look

up you
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can the was if

was look as saw

on can man was

him go

his the

you him

here go me we of if

the you my the was saw

here can to me of is

we me the it is it

we the in if in was

if here the here if is

Scoring: "high" (9-12 correct); "medium" (6-8 correct); of "low" (fewer
than 6 correct).

Nonsense-word-matching required the child to match words by configura-
tion. I made ditto sheets up of nine sets of incomplete words and asked the
child to circle all the "nonsense words" on a line that matched the first one
in the left-hand column.

Scorjrig:

5 correct).

oc

ti

num

dob

rin

fot

pag

SCZ

wem

co co oc co

it ti ti it

num mun num mun

bod bod dob bod

nir rin rin nir

fot tof tof fot

gap gap pag gap

soz zos soz zos

mew mew wem wem

"high" (all correct); "medium" (5-8 correct); or "low" (fewer than

The last task required
The words used were "boy" and "tra
"taught" them to everyone in the group t

he child to recognize two words taught by sight.
in." I printed these on index cards and

be checked. At various intervals

tet
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later in the day I showed each child a set of 10 cards with the following
words printed on them: "cat," "dog," "frog," "snail," "treat," "man," "toy,"
"claim," "boy," "train." I asked the child to pick out the words "boy" and
"train." If the child identified the words correctly, I removed the cards
and asked him to write them. Scoring for word recognition: "high" (finds
both words); "medium" (finds one word); or "low" (finds neither word).
Scoring for spelling: "high" (both words spelled correctly; "medium" (several
letters written); or "low" (up to 2 letters written).

5. Pattern Memory

Scores from checks on blending, word recognition, spelling, and sound
discrimination were combined to obtain a diagnostic picture of this ability,
which requires the child to hold patterns in his mind and recall them.

In the second part of the checks, the classroom observations, I at-
tempted to rate the following either "high," "medium," or "low": ability

to listen, ability to understand directions, ability to concentrate, ability
to work independently, and motivation to read.



Appendix B

A DESCRIPTION OF THE MATH CHECKS

1. One-to-one Correspondence and Conservation of Number (based on ideas
from the Nuffield Mathematics Project, Checking Up 1, 1970, and adapted
for my classroom)

I made a pile of 12 objects and asked the child to make another pile
having the same number, drawing from a pile of 20 objects. When he had done
this, I spread my pile around and asked whether I still had the same number.
Next, I asked, "Is there another way to know the piles are the same without
counting?"

Then we played "store," trading play coins for objects. When we had
traded nine times on a one-to-one basis, I asked, "Do you have as many coins
as I have objects?" (This requires the child to abstract the notion of two
equal sets.) Next, I purchased six objects and, holding the remaining coins
in my hand, asked, "With all the money you have, can you buy all the objects
I have?"

The last check required the child to make a pile (B) to match my pile
(A) of 12 objects. Next, he matched a third pile (C) to pile B. Then I
asked whether piles A and C contained the same amount. For some reason
this check was simpler than several of the preceding ones, perhaps because
the child could be making intuitive correspondences without true operational
understanding, since the piles were all visible.

2. More Than, Less Than

I supplied the child with counters, then asked him to tell me how much
2 more than 4, or 3 less than 8 (and so on) was. Since this is an operation
on numbers, it is difficult or impossible for children with a shaky notion
of conservation. (I had previously worked on activities that used the terms
"more than" and "less than" in an effort to make sure that the child was
familiar with the language involved.)

3. Seriation (based on ideas from Checking Up 1)

I cut a string into 10 pieces, each varying about 1/2 inch in length,
and asked the child to arrange them. I did not say "according to size."
(This check would be improved by asking the child to order eight strings,
then giving him the last two to insert in the completed arrangement.)

4. Conservation of Continuous Quantities (based on Piaget's experiment)

I gave the child two nearly identical glasses and asked him to fill
them with the same amounts of water. Then I asked him to pour the water
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from "his" glass into a low, wide jar. I asked, "Do we have the same amount
now, or does one of us have more, and one of us have less?" The eaild then
poured the water back into his glass. Next, I asked him to pour his water
into three small glasses, and repeated my former question.

5. Classification and Class Inclusion (based on Piaget's experiments)

a. "Some," "all." In order to be sure that the child understood the
use of these terms, I gave him four red circles, three red squares, awl
thre. -ue squares. After each child had a chance to sort these, I asxed,
"Are all the squares blue?" "Are all the circles red?" "Are some of the
squares red?" and so on.

b. Experiment with cards showing four boys and three girls. I first
asked the children to sort (classify) them. When the sorting was finished,
I asked whether there were more children or more boys.

c. Experiment with wooden beads. (This proved to be a more difficult
check on class inclusion and probably shouldn't be tried until a child has
achieved some measure of success on tasks a and b.) I took nine orange
wooden beads and three blue wooden beads, identical except for color. I

asked the child what they were made of. When we had agreed on this I asked,
"Which are there more of, wooden beads or orange beads?" If the child
answered, "Orange," I asked, "Do you remember what my question was?" If
he had forgotten, we again discussed the fact that the beads were wooden,
and I repeated the question.

6. Parquetry Cards and Tangram Cards

I first gave the children design cards made to use with geometric par-
quetry pieces. These used colors matching the pieces for cues, but still
reauired the child to arrange two triangles, for example, to form a rectangle.
I next used designs in the persoective to go with colored one-inch cubes.

The last design cards were created by the Elementary Science Study
(McGraw-Hill) to go with tangram pieces, which are outlines to be filled in
with designated pieces that require the child to focus on spatial relation-
ships.

7. Math Balance

This device is a balance beam with intervals on each side numbered from
one to ten. Problems can be solved either by knowledge of addition and sub-
traction or by understanding the principles of balance. I asked the children
to do three progressively more difficult tasks, using the balance: first, to
balance one weight that I placed or my side, with one on theirs (matching);
second, to balance two weights on my side with one on theirs; and third, to
balance one weight on my side with two on theirs. Since the child had to ad-
just two weights, instead of the single one in the previous check, while
still taking into consideration the weight of each and the distance of each
from the center of the balance, this proved to be a much more difficult task.
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Appendix C

NOTES ON THE SELECTION AND USE OF
CLASSROOM MATERIALS FOR MATH AND READING

The materials in our classroom were chosen with several criteria in
mind. The primary one was that young children learn best by actually
handling, manipulating, and talking about materials; in this way many of
their basic concepts are formed. The second one was that, owing to the
emphasis on individual choice and on the child's taking responsibility
for much of his own learning, materials should be adaptable for independ-
ent use with a minimum of teacher guidance. Third, materials should cover
a wide range of activities and learning situations and provide avenues to
tactile, visual, and verbal modes of learning. A personal note also en-
tered into my choices: I felt the classroom environment should contain
materials that were aesthetically pleasing, well-designed, and well-
constructed.

When making this list, I was struck by the number of ways materials
(which had originally been selected for particular math, science, or
reading experiences) overlapped in their functions and use I have marked
these with an asterisk. I was also struck by the important part most ac-
tivities contribute to language development, since the cilildren freely dis-
cuss whatever they are engaged in witch their friends.

In the outline of materials that follows, I have described the pur-
poses for which materials were chosen as well as how adaptable they proved
to be for independent use. The latter has been coded (1) = used independ-
ently by children; (2) = used independently by children after teacher help
in how to use the material, and (3) = used mainly with the teacher, or with
continuing help from the teacher by guiding independent work.

MATERIALS PURPOSE
ADAPTABILITY

FOR INDEPENDENT USE

books (constantly chang- picture books to look
ing assortment) at; easy readers;

research

*attendance tags on
name board

room signs

locate own name; read
other names; count how
many children present
or absent

(1) all children enjoyed
picture books; most be-
ginning readers enticed
by easy readers

(1)

sight vocabulary; fol- (1) readers liked to help
lowing directions nonreaders; new ,:hildren

soon knew all signs

-63--
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ADAPTABILITY
MATERIALS PURPOSE FOR INDEPENDENT USE

*music, art, sports
lists with times

*teacher-made blank
books

paper in various text-
ures, colors, lined
and unlined; crayons,
paints, magic markers,
craypas, colored pen-
cils, scissors,
paste, etc.

*cardboard, cloth,
mystic tape for book-
binding

*class story books

reading area (rug,
pillows)

"play house" and
"dress-ups"

Ends 'n Blends (educa-
tional games)

Colet Alphabet picture
and sound matching
cards (Philograph Pubs.)

sight vocabulary; loca- (1) used as above
ting own nane; time-
telling

dictating or writing
and illustrating sto-
ries; beginning phon-
ics; recording math
discoveries; record-
ing science projects

creative expression;
pictures, paintings;
stories

matching; measuring;
area; manual dexter-
ity; writing

children choose and
copy own stories onto
ditto sheets; run
ditto machine (count-
ing copies); collate

(counting, matching);
read everyone's
stories

(1) and (2) each book is
personal possession and
creation of the child;
much pride and interest
in using and sharing

(1)

(3) tnis takes constant
te-..cher assistance but is

st.11 important to do

(3) teacher guidance
needed, but lots of hard,
independent work to copy
and put together; much
enthusiasm for reading
finished book

a comfortable place to (1)

read and use quiet
games

dramatic play; verbal
and nonverbal communi-
cation; freedom to ex-
press variety of
"roles"

phonics practice

phonics practice; visu-
al discrimination

(1)

(2)

(3) popular with fifes



MATERIALS

Go Fish--consonant
sound game (Remedial
Education Center,
Washington, D.C.)

*Sound Hunt (American
Teaching Aids)

*Consonant Lotto, Vowel
Lotto (Dolch)

*various lotto gazes
(Zoo, Al,phabet, Objects,
etc.)

parquetry pieces and de-
sign cards graded by
difficulty, Set I, II,
and III (OW

*colored one-inch
cubes and design
cards (DLM)

*pegboards and design
cards (DLM)

*varied colored beads
and sequencing design
cards (DLM)

*playing cards

play clock

PURPOSE
ADAPTABILITY

FOR INDEPENDENT USE

i-honics practice; visu- (2) popular with sixes
al discrimination

phonics practice; sate- (2)

gories; counting cards

counting cards; match-
ing; phonics practice

categories; matching;
visual discrinination

visual discrimination;
spatial discrimina-
tion and organization;
matching

visual discrimination;
spatial discrimina-
tion and organization
using perspective;
counting and matching

(3)

(2) popular with fives

(2)

(2) poo.liar with sevens
(used for free building
by ,ounger children)

visual and spatial dis- (2)

crinination; countini
pegs; matching colored
pegs to design; manual
dexterity (a good diag-
nostic material)

visual discrimination:
color, shape, size;
matching, co-nting,
sequencing (good diag-
nostic material for
fives); manual dexterity

visual discrimination;
matching; ordering

telling tine

(2)

(1)

(1) (I don't think child-
ren can be "taught" to
tell time; they suddenly
just get the concept)
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ADAPTABILITY
MATEFTALS PURPOSE FOR INDEPENDENT USE

clay

*nuzzles

*coole.ing ingredients

*math problem cards
(mostly teacher-made),
also Willbrook Dis-
covery Mathematics
cards

*Primary Lotto (SEE)

*Net Results
(Synestructics)

Fractions Are Easy as
Pie (Milton Bradley)

chip-trading game
(homemade)

*Domodots (Cuisenaire)

*Score Four (Lakeside)

creative expression;
mass; weight; shape;
size

visual discrimination:
shape, size, pattern,
color; spatial rela-
tionships

group cooperation; con-
versation; measurement;
reading recipe; follow-
ing directions

reading; following di-
rections; solving
problems on own; re-
cording answers using
syMbols or sentences

matching dots to num-
bers; visual discrim-
ination

(1) and (2)

(I)

(3) teacher help needed
with most children; sevens
can cook on own by end of
year

(1), (2), and (3) variable
participation; some child-
ren enthusiastic, others
avoid

(2) popular with fives

forming geometric struc- (1) popular with sixes and
tures; scoring points sevens
for figures formed;
manual dexterity

one avenue toward
concept-building of
fractions

trading in various
bases; building con-
cept of place value

a difficult game re-
quiring visual dis-
crimination, counting,
matching, grouping
numbers

developing strategies;
developing directional
and spatial sense and
visual discrimination;
matching: counting

71

(1) usually taught by older
children to younger ones

(2) often taught by older
children to younger ones

(I) espcially used by
sevens

(1) esnecially oopular
with sevens



ADAPTARILITY

PURPOSE. FOR INDEPENDENT USE

*Symmetry dominoes (7EF) visual discrimination:

symmetry

carpentry planning a pro)ect:
measuring; motcr Skills

math balance

pan nalan:e

free nalance (unat-
tacned board on
fulcrum)

tr--hale wheel iSEE)

nea.lar4-s

*:_ .11r:

et -.

*:aisenaire rois

exi-lorinq balance: solv-

ing addition problems

explorina balance;
wv=ign-ag ob)ects (like

gerbils)

exploring nzlance;
finding center to bal-
ance ooard (good diag-
nostic tool)

neasurenent; especial-
ly for lonc distancen
like the hall

measurenent

-!1:42; matcn-

inq :loves dice

numlers: :n

,--onsister:t

-.nai no-ye_ti

elsaal ind spatial
liscrimination; sort-
ina, macnina,
comptrira: peas.._ Prat.

72

(I) popular with fives

(3?

(1), (2), and (3) excel-
lent for first explora-
tions, then requires
teacher it to suggest
problems

(1) and (2) lots of free
play and experimenting;
also used to solve weight
problems by some sevens

(1) popular with all
children in periodic
sour =s

(2)

(2) in :onstant use

1!) frequently taugnt Ly
ller to yoanaer children

11) .:O n' tantiv

few o.,-ier ch_ldren, wna

teicn each other

(11 -1,,aalar; tauaht

alkler to younger

children

(1), f.:), and (3) e:ual

amount of individual use
and teacher inrut: teacher
nee-- :hild rind new u-e
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ADAPTABILITY
MATERIALS PURPOSE FOR INDEPENDENT USE

*Cuisenaire rods
(continued)

Dienes multi-base
blocks

*Attribute blocks
(SEE)

Geoboards (SEE)

*7amgrans (SEE)

*Pattern blocks
(SEE)

*play money

beginning to think of
numbers as groups; to
solve problems in ad-
dition, subtraction,
multiplication, divi-
sion, and use of frac-
tions; area; for
checking on answers
(such as game scores)

building by fives and
sixes; trading in dif-
ferent bases; helps
many children "see"
place value; an excel-
lent manipulative
material

matching; sorting;
classification; talk-
ing about this; sets
and intersection of
sets; visual
discrimination

problems of area and
perimeter

matching; spatial
relationships; visual
discrimination

sorting; matching;
making or copying de-
signs; symmetry; area;
enlarging shapes and
recording progressions;
used for math and
reading

used for playing
-store"; counting:
writing signs and
checks to draw money
fram "bane'

%

I

and suggests activities
child can then pursue on
own initiative- widely
used in my class

(1), (2), and (3) equal
amount of individual use
and teacher input for
place value (including
teaching dice games);
fine for free building

(3) mainly used with a
teacher, though some
children make up own
games

(2) used especially by a
few sevens after discus-
sion of possibilities

(2)

(I) and (2)

(I)
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MATERIALS PURPOSE
ADAPTABILITY

FOR INDEPENDENT USE

Unifix cubes; trays;
number board; Tens
Tracks (Philograph
Pubs.)

Kalah

*sand table

*water table (alterna-
ted with sand)

*blocks

Lego; Tinkertoys;
MVIti-roliway

*Inch by Inch (SEE)

The 10's Game
(Garrard Press)

counting; matching
numbers and cubes;
ordering trays;
grouping by tens

counting; logic

weight; volume; pro-
perties of wet and dry
sand; building;
dramatic play

capacity; comparison
of volumes; use of
tubes to experiment
with water pressure;
dramatic play

building; weight;
shape; structural
principles; dramatic
play

patterns; spatial
relationships- struc-
tural principles;
measurement; manual
dexterity; dramatic
play

(2) popular with fives
and sixes

(1) often taught by older
c'ildren to younger ones

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

measurement; counting; (1)

matching; reading
measurement cards

counting; computation (2)
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